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WE DEDICATE THIS 
Week's issue of the News 
to a worthy' cause, the Presi-
dent's BaH. We are proud 
that Eastern is host. Ueacbera <.to liege· 1Rewa 
EVENTS-OF-THE-WEEK 
President's Ball, Thursday, 
7:30 P. M..; Basketball-Ma-
comb vs. EI, Saturday, 7:30 
P. M.; Sigma Delta Honorary 
dance, auditorium, 9 P. M. 
Columbia M eda list 
Winnet·, 1935 "TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID" 
I CPA First Place 
1931-32-33-34-35 
VOL. XXI. 
Ball Progrant 
Franted; Noyel 
Acts Obtained 
Dr. W. E. Sunderman Is Genera1 , 
Chairman; President Buzzard 
Announces Program of Stunts, 
Music and Song. 
Eight Acts Billed 
Heads 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS, TUESDAY, JANUARY 28, 1936 NO. 15 
Ball · Committee Paul E: Malo~e Condemns Small Tax I Debate Squad 
Levymg Bodies; Recommends Reform Cops Tourney 
"There is one tax 1evyi:::6 body to 
every 285 persons outside of Cook 
county in Illinois." Thus Paul E. Ma-
lone of the Illinois Tax Commission 
brought home the central idea of his 
talk before the Forum club, meeting 
in the auditnrium Thursday evening 
before 85 guests. 
SPEECH TOURNEY 
POSTPONED. WHEN 
WEATHER CHILLS 
Weather forecasts heralding a 
snow storm Friday night caused 
TC High officials to postpone 
their speech tournament, sched-
Wou'd Abolish Smal1 Units uled ail day Saturday at the col-
He believes that these small taxing I :I~e. Eleven schools w:ere to 
agencies should be eliminated and have competed. 
·Place-Honors 
Women:s Teams From 
Place First in Their 
Aggregate Score for 
Second. Best. 
Eastern 
Division; 
Locals Is 
Men's Teams Falter 
With a two-hour program of novelty fused into larger, more central and ex- Miss Roberta Poos, chairman Winning 20 out of their 38 matches, 
entertainment completed early this pansive bodies. Further, he illustrat- fO];' the contest, states that the Eastern debaters took second place 
week by President R. G. Buzzard, East- ed how the capital stock tax was de- meet probably wilL be held the aggregate score honors in the invita-
fective in that only the immediate vi- ti·onal debat t t h Id t ern is ready to entertain for the Presi- second week in February. e ournamen e a 
cinity of the corporation benefited State Norm I · ·t Frid aft dent's Ball, scheduled Thursday eve- Two schools arrived for the a umversi Y ay -from the tax while the corporation it- d s t d s· t 1 
ning in the auditorium. 1 contest Saturda'' morning, al- ernoon an a ur ay. IX een co -
self did business with a much larger ,J 1 t d b 61 t Mr. Buzzard as chairman of the en- though notices had been pre- eges, represen e Y earns, com-group over a wide area. peted tertainment committee has arranged pared in the form of telegrams · 
"County lines are now obsolete," he for eight acts, varied and novel in for all entrants that the con- Schools from four states entered the pointed out by showing that some tax 
character. This program will be pre- levying bodies affected portions of as test was postponed. Effingham tourney. Out-of-state entries ~Swept 
sented from 7:30 to 9 o'clock and and Martinsville . delegations did the men's debate events, while Illi-many as five counties. 
dancing to Max Field's orchestra will Turning next to the school system he not receive the'ir messages, and nois colleges were best in the wo-
begi·n at 9:15. k proceeded to Charleston. men'.s division. related the fact that, "Outside of Coo 
Dr. W. E. Sunderman, resident county there are 150 executive officers Further information concern- Women's teams of Eastern fared 
Normal School Board member is gen- to every 100 teachers in our schools." ing the future meet will appear m!lch better than the men's entries. 
eral chairman of the annual benefit Mr. Malone continued 011 this topic in next week's News. Both women's teams won seven match-
and honorary dance. DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN with the observation that Illinois needs es while losing four. Each team was 
Entertainment of the evening will a state board of education to adjust scheduled to compete in seven en-
open with several songs by Lloyd F. s. PI present ills. T..ra r·n r·ng School gagements, but forfeits on the part of 
Sunderman, head of the Eastern lX acements .1. J opponents cut down the number of 
music staff. Two music groups, a flute Touches Upon Other Problems T' A l~T ll 1111 matches in which local representatives 
quartet and the College Trio will per- Filed. by BureaU He treated briefly the highway sit- P- ..t-1.. YYi lY.I.eet contested. 
form, followed by the junior class uation and again he proposed that Graded on the percentage basis, the 
stunt, a repeat performance from stunt Walter W. Cook's Placement Bureau small administrative groups be dis- The once-postponed meeting of the women's teams wound up with a 
night, given some time ago. Class has launched the New Year in optim- pensed with, and a larger governing Training School Par(mt-Teachet;s as- mark of .636 for first place honors in 
President Don Cavins will direct. istic style, as six new placements body subsequently be adopted. sociation will be held this Wednesday their division. State Normal was 
The Harrod sisters, Maxine and have been reported since January 1. A brief, crisp discussion was led by evening in the college auditorium at second with .571 and DeKalb was 
Shirley, will sing several modern Harriet Hawkins has accepted a President R. G. Buzzard, G. H. Sey- 7:30. Inclement weather caused third with .545. DeKalb's number 
songs. Their vocalling will be fol- t h' ·t· . th HI'ndsboro mour and C. H. Coleman following the postponement of ·the meeting from two team, however, had the best in-
. . . eac mg posi 1011 m e t lk d · · 
lowed by hill-billy music, presen.ted .by t m. She is in charge of the first aM. M I ' last Wednesday night unti'l this week. Ivtdual record, winning eight and 
Marion Mathas. Rachel Boley Will give sys e r. a ones appearance was spon- losing only three. The Northerners' 
several comic imitations. Another and second grades. sored by the Forum which is holding . Character training in childhood b . t f d l t 
I 
M.ld d K dl f News a series of meets to di'scuss needs for will be theme of Wednesday's meet- num er one earn wo11-. , our an os number familiar to Eastern audiences Mrs. I re e ey, · ormerD lt ing Th k ·u d. seven to lower DeKalb s percentage 
will present Dan Morgan as sta;r in staff member ar:~ Sig~a Tau e an, a new constitution in Illinois. Roy · ree spea ers WI Iscuss t d . 
the novelty act Presented 011 stunt has taken a pos1t1on m a co.lored v. o- Gruenwald is arranging . the programs. divergent angles of the subject. Miss s an mg. · 11 to h EosTc---- Emma Reinhardt; head of the educa-1 Ou~-of-state c? eg.e~ .won P on-
night. The program will be concluded cational college at Jacksonville, Miss. --- t' d t t t .11 t lk ors m the mens divisron. Stephens H 1 ent was reported January S • f p • wn epar men a Eastern WI a . . . 
with piano duets by Mrs. Myers and er p.acem er1es o 1ctures 011 "Character Training in Child- I Pomt, Wis., was frr~t; Manchester, 
Mrs. Elam, townswomen. 11. . . . S h d I d b Cl b hood." Her talk w.ill be from · the point Ind., second; and River Falls, ~a., , 
In addition to dancing after the Margaret E. Mercer 18 teachmg the C e U e Y U f . f h l . t and Iowa State Teachers college tied 
program of entertainment, a bridge fourth, fifth, and sixth grades .in Mt. o view o a psyc o ogis. for third. Normal, DeKalb, and 
tournament will be offered in first floor Vernon, Ia., and is also servmg as As president of the Cha;leston Lloyd F. Sunderman, head of the Eastern .finish,ed in that order for c~n-
rooms. 
The President's Ball, given for the 
benefit of infantile paralysis victims, is 
nation-wide. Seventy per cent of pro-
ceeds will remain in Charleston for 
benefit use, and 30 per cent wtll go to 
the national committee. 
The price of admission for the event 
is 50 cents per person. 
---EIST·c----
Cold Blasts Chill 
Ole College Spirit 
critic teacher in these grades for Rotary Club, Walter W. Cook of the music department, will tell of "Music solation honors. · 
Cornell college. Eastern staff announces a double- in the Elementary School." His talk Eastern's entire squad won 20 
Mary K. Love is teaching home feature theatre program for February ~ill be in the form of a demonstra- matches out of 38 for a .526 standing,. 
economics in the elementary grades 14 at the Lincoln theatre of this city. twn. I second only to Normal.. Twenty de-
at LeRoy, TIL The Rotary club is sponsoring a ser- Third speaker on the pro~am ~s bates was the second highest num-
Louise Stillions, substitute teacher res of pictures in a drive to raise Mrs. E. H. Taylor, whose subJect IS I ber won by, any school in the senior 
for Miss Annie L. Weller in the money for three benefit funds, in- "Character Education in Childhood." division. DeKalb and Charleston 
geography department at E"astern, eluding a Student Loan reserve. Mrs. Bain Winter, organization presi- tied for third in the matter of send-
has taken a position in the Tuscola For the February 14 date-Valentine dent, placed the program in the ing largest delegations to the tourney. 
junior high school. Day-Mr. Cook has scheduled two of charge of Miss Grace Geddes, Mrs. Joe Delegates were . banqueted at the 
Resigning his position in the the most widely-discussed pictures of E. Gaiser, and Mrs. Earl Tomberlin. hotel Tilden Hall in Normal Friday 
Landes, Ill., high school, Kenneth the season. One of them is "Man of This will be the PTA's third meeting evening and later were guests · at 
Sloan has accepted a position as Aran," called the best picture of the of the year. Normal's all-school play, "Cradle 
athletic coach and teacher of social year by the National Board of Review. EosTc--- Song." 
Coldest blast of the winter season, science in an Alton junior h~gh school. The second feature is "Lover Divine," SPEAKERS CLUB PLANS Coach J . Glenn Ross was in charge 
which sent the mercury skidding into ---EosTc--- which headlines Franz Schubert BUSINESS DISCUSSION of the following squad from Eastern: 
nether regions of thermometers Wed- H. E. PHIPPS SLATED music throughout. Helen Chandler Women's teams: affirmative-Flor-
:u.esday, registered with decisiveness on 1 FOR SCIENCE SPEECH has the lead. Both pictures are by the President Juanita Brown announces ence Duncan, Juanita Brown; neg-
the temper of Eastern college life. Gaumont-British concern. that the Speaker's club will hold its ative-Grace Kortum, Evelyn Mayer. 
Several students accustomed to driv- The regular meeting of the Science Following the Valentine Day pro- regular monthly business meet'ing in Boy's teams: affirmative _ Glen 
ing to their homes in Mattoon, Kansas club will be held Wednesday evening gram, for which several Easterners room 6 tonight, instead of in the re- Sunderman, James Rice, Frank Day, 
and other surrounding cities were at 7:15 in room 36. H. E. Phipps will planning parties have all ready book- ception room, which is still closed for Dean Gray; negative Marton 
forced to remain here w'ith friends speak on the topic, "Our Modern En- ed reservations, The Rotary club will repairs. Plans for the remainder of Mathas, . Roy Gruenwald, Charles 
overnight. Those who live on farms ergy Sources." present four more pictures. · the quarter may be considered tonight. Poston and Richard Bromley. 
in this vi'Cinity elected to stay in Char- ---EosTc:---
leston, rather than dare the drifts and ~ ~ p "d B d 
cold. R l C' d b 1\T S d A . res1 ent uzzar 
Autosparkedonthefrontdrivesuc- Ten eso utions rrame y l~ew tu ent ssoczation To ;Talk Wednesday 
cumbed to cold and snow. C. F. 
Monier and a grounds crew kept the '-------------------------·--------------------------' . The Geography ·club will meet this 
ploughs in action all day clearing I Harold Livingston of Illinois Wes- th~ nucleus for a Little 19 Student freedom by outsi~e pressure groups Wednesday evening in Room 6 to drives and walks. So in earnest was leyan university at Bloomington and Association, to meet once each sem- should be vigorously resisted by stu- ' hear President R. G. Buzzard speak 
the enevgetic. grounds. super"mtendent resident of the Little 19 Student ester for the purpose of discussing dent bodies; and 011 "The National Geographic Fra_. 
that he remamed outside long enough P problems relative to small colleges; 6. That a student forum, not sub- t ·t G 
to come near freezing his ears. Two association, formed ten days ago, last erm Y, amma Theta Upsilon, its 
and ject to any form - of censorship, is an aims,. requirements and advantages." 
students ar3 reported to ha.ve sustained week issued the list of ten resolutions 3. That student government best asset to any campus; and The fraternity was founded by Mr. 
frozen ears in walking from school to drawn up at the meeting. The as- promotes harmonious relationships be- 7. That the several members of the Buzzard some years ago and has de-
the city square. sociation is resolved against censor- tween student body and the faculty; Association exchange chapel pro- veloped with marked rapidity. It is 
Students hovered around heat reg- ship to student governing groups and that student government should leg- grams with other members of the As- the only organization of its kind 
isters in the building as if mesmerized college newspapers, but favors ad- is:ate on appropriate student prob- sociation, the time and nature of the which has established a fund to be 
-or just frozen. Absences from school ministrative authority in many mat- lems bearing directly on campus life; programs to be decided by the schools loaned to students doing graduate 
were heavier than usual, and a large ters. in some cases, however, it is advisable affected; and work ·m geography. It is hoped that 
number of tardy reports was made. Homer Hendrix. vice-president of that the faculty and students should 8. That a student lounge is desir- a chapter of the National Geographic 
For once it can be sa'id with perfect the association, and Stanley Elam as-· co-operate in working out certain able in a small college and fills a de- fraternity will be organized here. 
levity that "the weather was the chief t t ld t b 
sisted in formulating the following matters so ha it wou no e finite social need; and topic of conversation." t b · t 
resolutions : necessary to refeli his usmess o any 9. That the fine co-operation the 
1. That the small college offers other administrative committee for administration have . given student 
---EISTc----
---EISTC:--- L . R. wvLm sPEAKs 
TO TEACH GEOGRAPHY the most satisfactory unit for under- further ratification; and publications is appreciated; however, "The best data sent by untrained 
graduate educati·on by provi'di'ng close 4. That the student body be per- arbiU'ary censorship o.f st.udent opin- observers concerning a falling meteor Miss Ruby Harris and Miss Rose ' 
Zeller will teach Miss Annie L. Wel- contact between faculty and student, mitted to make recommendations to ion is disapproved; ana comes from uneducated persons." . 
ler's geography classes for the re- student and student, and offers the the administration through the stu- 10. That a program of intramural Thus spoke Lloyd R. Wylie at the 
mainder of the quarter. Miss Vmise best opporun:ty for self expression dent government, with regard to athletics is endorsed; but th.at some meeting of Kappa Mu Epsilon Tues-· 
Stillions has accepted a position in foc the individual through social and changes in curiiculum, grading sys- authority such as the Athletic Di- day night. He described methods of' 
Tuscola and resigned as Miss Weller's J extracurricular activities; and tern, etc.; and · , l rector should be in charge of the pro- l obta~ning and analyzing data con-
substitute Friday. 2. That this group be constituted 5. That infringement of acadenuc gram. cermng meteors. 
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W. M. Gersbacher 
Has O·dd 'Hobby' 
Mrs. F. L. Andrews Elmer Returns-Several Changes at 
Confined by Illness Eastern Baffle Him; Liked Formal 
Book Club Formed by 
Group of Instructors 
F. L. Andrews of the English depart- Close investigation of the north part 
ment was absent from his teaching Dear Elmiree: I shure am sorry I ain't wrote before but I have been so of the library reveals a small section Job-Hunting Is Answer; Tells of 
Education at Carbondale, Uni-
versity of Illinois. 
duties last week, due to the illness of buzy straitning out everthing for the News, since Roy Wilson has went away. of book cases containing many of the 
his wife who was stricken with a I don't know what they would have did if we both hadda went at the same 1 more recent books. Examining the 
light case of scarlet fever ten days time. But as the say'in goes, "The News must go on," or somethin. contents of the various shelves, one 
ago. Mrs. Andrews is showing steady Things sure have changed sees a copy of Stefan Zweig's "Mary, 
By Aline Claar improvement at the Andrews resi- around here. I tried to git Queen of Scotland and the Isles," or 
"I am late," declared Willard M. dence, 1540 Third street. Mr. Andrews into the office the oth-er day "Seven Pillars of Wisdom" by T. E. 
Gersbacher as he rushed into the has been in Decatur with his two but the door was locked ::tnd Lawrence. Among the books on an-
room. "I warned you beforehand but I daughters, Patty and Nancy, at the I hadda use the side intrance. other shelf might be found the novel, 
did try to be on time. If you'll excuse home of relatives until Mrs. Andrews They got a big c_age built in "Autumn" by Robert Nathan or "Lucy 
me just one more minute .... " While is recovered. there J·ust like there was in Gayheart" by Willa Cather. 
he conferred with a zoology student, I I M A d • b M ' R th h t· 
n r. n rews a sence, Iss u the deflunked bank they usta . T is sec wn of the library is the 
collected pencil and paper and, in- c h b t h. f h h d t f f ult b annan as een eac. mg res man have in Sandwich Center. ea quar ers or a ac y ook club 
cidentally, my thoughts. En l'sh lasse h' h f d 1 t 0 t b g 1 c s. Anyway, I went in and ast w 1c was orme as c o er by Miss 
When he returned, I was ready to in- ElsTc if the FERA wanted me agln Anabel Johnson and Mrs. Hiram F. 
terview this new member of the zoology Fern Tait Concludes since I was willin' to help out Thut. 
department who is taking C. S . Spoon- T S d and everthing but they said Names of the members are written on 
er's place this year. He sat down, Winter erm tu ies that that had flew with the charts and the books are passed from 
sighed, and said, "Now, what is it? You --- birds (South, I rekon). They one person to the person whose name 
want to know about me? I can tell you Fern Tait, senior at Eastern, will not looked like they were sorry follows. Thus each book is circulated 
it won't be interesting. You'll risk it? return to the col~ege for the re- they didn't have it yet so I among the entire club. There are two 
Now I'm not going to tell you when and mainder of the Winter term because could help. One uv 'em acted groups of books, fiction and non-fie-
where: I was born. Let me see ..... of the death of het father in Price, like they thought I was purty tion. The books of fiction are ex-
My education. I did my under-gradu- Utah, Miss Tait's home·. She was dumm and tried to git smart changed every week while the non-
ate work at the Teachers College at called there two weeks ago and wiil allicky on account they said fiction change hands every two weeks. 
Carbondale, Illinois. My graduate work remain with relatives until the Sprinx why didn·t I try the NY A. About 30 members of the faculty par-
was completed at the University of Illi- quarter opens. She wlll be living in Just to show them I knowed ticipate in this exchange. Non-faculty 
nois when~ I received my Master's de- Roosevelt, Utah, until that time. what the skore was, I said . members of the club are Miss OTa E. 
gree. Oh, yes, and my Doctor's too. Miss Tait, in leaving school for the "I guess I got the kiredeut- Neal, Miss Anna H. Morse, and Mrs. 
One summer I attended the Puget next six weeks, temporarily vacates as icles to do anything." Letters W. J. Awty. 
Sound Biological Station which is a president of the Women's Athletic don't make no diffrence any- ---EisTc---
part of the University of Washington. associ:ation and as one of the out- how, do they, Elmiree- just 
I guess that covers my education . . Now standing feature writers of the News. so your honest. Still you 
you want to know where I've taught be- ElsT kaint help but bein suspish-
H. L. METTER TALKS 
BEFORE KADELPIANS 
fore. NEW CURTAIN ROPE IS ious of all them alfabet H . L. Metter, principal of Eastern's 
"Well, I've held positions at Garbon- IN-STALLED SATURDAY names tho cause you never Training school, was the speaker at the 
dale, as an assistant at the University can be shure what they mean. semi-monthly meeting of Kappa Delta 
of illinois, and as substitute at Ma- George Henry installed a new cur- You wouldn't hardly know the Re- of girls a savin up for this year, so if Pi last Monday. Using the subject of 
comb, illinois and River Falls, Wiscon- tain rope for the auditorlum stage on sepshun room now. It looks plenty I can sorta lay low until it blows over, his Doctor's thesis as his topic, Mr. 
sin. I have been the head of the Saturday morning. This measure wa.<; mussy - worsn when Mom's cleanin I'll be safe. Metter spoke on "Articulation in the 
science department at the Eastern New taken in preparation for the Players house. It must be purty hard on them This snow shure is swell. I'll try to School System." He showed, by means 
Mexico Junior College at Portales, New I production of ";Riddle Me Thisr· on kids thats usta ketchin up on their g'it away next week-end so I can come of statistics, how much repetition there 
Mexico. February 18-19. The new rope has sleep in there. home and have a good bob-sled ride is of high school work in College 
"I don't think I've ever taught any- been needed for some time. I hear Pembertun Hall is g'ittin and a reel skatin party. courses, especia~ly in literature, physics, 
where else. In the summer of 1934 I ElsTc dolled up but I ain't shure I'm goin P. s .-They shure had a swell for- and chemistry. Greater cooperation 
was a member of the Biologtcal Stream Evalyn Schooley, society editor of over there with all this here talk of mal Friday. I danced 80 fancy that between administrations of the levels of 
Survey party under the auspices of the the News, was absent from school last leap year goin' around Theys a lot I nearly lost one of my galoshes. I school system was a suggested remed~. 
~edffi~~~~~~~~-~~~~cl~a ----------------~-----------------~~~m~~~~~ lli 
bies? Good gracious, I don't have any. planned for next Monday night. 
Oh, I like to fish and to read but I . COL.D WEATHER FORCES 
don't have time to do either. Of course 'Looks at Books,- News and Reviews MEET POSTPONEMENT 
my favorite hobby is hunting a job and --- Application 
Photographs I do plenty of that." Because of the cold and snow, a If one reviewer was assigned to peruse all the new books turned 
Oddities in 1Collegiate out by authors each month-he simply oouldn 't do it. And maybe 
News Paragraphed 1 it~d be a good thing. Mass pvoduct~on of literature and otherwise I is on one of its gayest toots. If the bookmen ever tire of publishing 
ev€\l'ything that comes out of the newspaper waste-baskes, the gov-
€Tnment may as well prepare plenty of room on jts relief rolls. Starv-
ing authors will be a.s thick as the tepid books they write. 
---EISTC---
By Associa!:ed Collegiate Press 
"The greatest love-letter ever writ-
Len" is in a collection at Haverford 
John Keats wrote it, a century ago, to 
Fanny Brawne. 
Abolition of states and division of 
Let us compose a box score of new+ 
books under headings of "Baskets," Jed "The Moon's Our Home"- and 
"Free Throws" "No Score" and "PeT- . . 
, ' ' need we say more? Miss Baldwm 
the country into regions, their boun- sonal Fouls. 
daries dictated by economy and by Baskets seems to get only a string of zeros with 
cultures and traditions, was suggested You won't buy American if you want us. 
by Dr. J. W. Manning of the Univer- one of the best books of the ·season. It We knew they would bungle this 
sity of Kentucky. is "'I'he Wooden PiNow," by Carl Fallas, secret service yarn some time. Mark 
Emory Mercier, chef at St. Law- a Japanese writing about Japan. Channing took .it to India in "The 
renee, made a pastry replica of the There's no plot to speak of, and it' isn't Poisoned Mountain," and it's too bad 
mens' dorm for Christmas. It's eight needed. the story couldn't have stayed there 
feet long. Science-minded halt! L. M. Nesbitt too. 
meeting of the Players scheduled for 
last Thursday evening was called off 
A program of entertainment to include 
every member of the club performing 
some entertaining act will be ,given at 
the next meet. 
---EISTc---
Patronize our News advertisers! 
Fresh and Sweet .... 
You can have them made from 
your Warbler picture. 
AR'"f CRAFT 
STUDIO 
as a field of newly-blooming daisies-white and light as a summer 
cloud-rich as the goodness of old country cooking-that's MEADOW 
GOLD MILK. In every way it has no equal as food or drink-and we 
heartily agree with all leading physicians, who insist it should be on 
every diet every day. 
MEADOW GOLD DAIRY 
PHONE 7 ~EVENTH & VAN BUREN 
It took a statement from the presi- has a wmnmg basket in "Desolate ta;l~~e~n~ve~:~y c~~irc~~c~~~:aa:at~~~ ; :~:~:i" ~~e ~i~O::Se~f ~~ec~~~ine::·~ I·-·-c·-H·- AH ·R·-·-L.-E.. s'" T .. -.0 .. -N.. .,_p., R.. .0 .. -F.. .E. "s"s"I''o"_N,_A,_L_., ·C--A-R_D_,_s'-·-·+, . 
law. Prof. Max Rheinstein, Nazi ex- jungle to survey a boundary in Ven-
ile, was given the post. ezuela. +- • •• ..-..-.. -.a-••-••-••-~~•-••-w .... +•-u-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-~~•-a•-~~·- +•-u-••-.a-••-••-·--·•-••-••-••-••-••-J. 
dent's office to assure students of Alma Critics ·t· 1 ad t· f . 
College, Michigan, that the official bul- are posl IVe Y ver lsey Phones: omcEV 126; Residence, 716 DR. W. B. TYM Office Phone 43 Res. Phone 1148 
about a new crime novel called 
letin erred in stating the last day of "Saint Overboard," by Leslie Charteris. J. A. OLIVER, M. D. DENTIST DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN 
vacation as Jan. 2· It should have The title is certainly misleading, 1f Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat DENTIST 
been Jan. 6. Charleston National Bank Bldu. ' Hours: 8 to 12-1 to 5 we know anything about crimes. ~:o 
An additional allotment of $10,000,- Charleston National Bank Bldl(. People's Drug Store Bldg. 
000 to the NYA has been given gov- Free Throws Charleston, Til. Phones : Office, 476; Residence, 762 Charleston. Ill. 
ernmental approval. 1 Education g~ts a boost when ~'Iydie 
South carolina has the highest U- B. Clason wr1tes a story called The +--u .... . • _,,_,_,_,_,~-.. -
literacy rate in the United States ac- Fifth Tumbter" about a professor 
cording to a study by Prof. James Karl ferreting out a criminal. I 
Coleman. The ghost of "Anthony Adverse" 
The University of California, with walks in this new time killer, "The 
20,388 full-time students, ranks as the Son of Ma.rietta," by Johan Fabricius, 
country's largest. counting part-time new Dutch writlng sensation. 
and summer students NYU is biggest, No Score 
DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD 
Office Hours 9:00 to 12:00 a. m. and 
2:00 to 6:00 p. m. and 7:00 
to 9:00p.m. 
604% JACKSON ST. 
Telephone 132 
with 30,714. Faith Ba:dwin writes a pulper call- +·--·-·-· ·--·-·-.. -.,_.,_,., .. 
Phi Betes aren't social bores, says 
Dr. Clarence W. Young, Colgate psy-
chologist. He's studied the question 
for years. 
College-age drivers cause the great-
est number of auto accidents. In the 
18-24 age bracket, 286,940 crashed last 
year. 
llLLL'S CAND.Y CORNER 
Happy Prince 
CHOCOLATES 
20c Lb. 
NO TAX A Duke university junior was seri-
ously burned during a fraternity ini-
tiation when shellac covering his body 
was accidentally ignited. 
W. E. HILL & SON 
SOUTHWEST CORNER 
New Arrivals-Elgin's New 1936 
Models-
Snappy, and wha.t Low Prices for Quality and Servlce. 
On Sale at 
HUCKLEBERRY'S 
THE RAILROAD WA1'CH IN~PECTOR 
DR. J. R. ALEXANDER 
5161,2 Sixth St. 
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON 
omce Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
Phones: omce 218; Res. 160 
II II • • • II U II 1.-..-Ct-11-
DR, H. A. SHAFFER 
Corner 6th and Van Buren 
Physician and Surgeon 
omce Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
Phone .440 
.. II • R II II II II II II ........ ,_~ 
DR: 0. E. IDTE 
DENTIST 
1st National Bank Bldg. 
Office Hours 8-12-1-5 
Phones: Office, 350; Res. 629 
•-••-••-•~~--••-nu-•R-Itl-1111-ltl-lt;-al-11-1._. ·••-1•-••-••-••-••-••-el-tt-••-••---•+ 
1 DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE 
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST 
Alexander Bldg. 
North Side Square 
Phone 340 
Frames Repaired-~Lenses Duplicated 
DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD 
Office Hours 9:00 to 12:'0 a. m. and 
2:00 to 6:00p.m. and 7:00 to 9:00p.m. 
604 ~ Sixth St. 
Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770 
•-••--•-••-••_ .. .,_ .. , _ .. •-••-••-c•-••-••-•+-wM-•r-••-••-tt-11~-t~l-tll--tlt-ll-tt-n-•+ 
I DR. B. C. TREXLER DR. N. C, IKNAYAN 
DENTIST Hours by Appointment 
Linder Bldg. Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380 
Phones: Office, 387; Res. 1037 501 Jackson St. 
----·-··--·-··--·-··-JI-11-tl-11-.14-tll •llll-11-11-11-tl-11-at-tl-tl-tll-ltt-n-•+ 
I Phone: omce and Res. 242 
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D. 
511lh Jackson Street 
-----~--··-·--··-··-·~-··-··-·--··-·--· 
CHARLES ~. GREER, M. S., M. D. 
721 Jackson Street 
Phone 77 
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D. 
Linder Bldg. 
Office Hours: 9:00-12; 1-5:30;' 7-9 
Thursdays-9 :00-12; 7-9 
.,.....,_.._.1-ttl-et-11 11 ...... 1 II II II • ·+ 
ALL DOCTOR'S OFFICES 
ARE OLOSED ON TUESDAY 
AND FRIDAY EVENINGS 
-----------~----------------------· .. _______________ ·--------·~· • • •-u-..- -•.r-u_.,_.. .. • II II • II • • •• 
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Journalists to Give Dance in Honor of Panthers 
Radio Music and 
R ecordings Slated 
EI Basketball Team to Be Spe-
cial Guest ; New Recordings 
Piiomised ~or Feature. 
"Boy! Some date Saturday night! 
Take your best girl to the basketball 
game between Eastern and Macomb at 
7:30, then go to a dance in E.I's ball-
room at a total cost of 20 cents for the 
evening. If you'd rather stag it-the 
fee will be only a dime." 
This is the tantalizing invitation is-
sued today by Sigma Delta and the 
News staff, who have decided that the 
basketball team is sadly in need of be-
lated honoring, and hence are spon-
soring a dance Saturday night for the 
Panthers. Every man on the first 
team, with his guest, will be admitted 
free. 
What orchestra will be there? Since 
som e liked Lop Jarman, some Al Ali-
son, and others Jack Stau:cup, the jour-
nalists are gotng to compromise and 
1 
give Eastern something even better-
Wayne King, Ted Weems, Joe Sanders, 
Kay Kyser , Art Kassel, and numerous I 
others in the form of part-recorded 
and part radio entertainment. 
Star surprise is that the new records, 
recently ordered, will be here for the 
dance. 
The committee in charge of the 
dance is composed of Daniel Morgan, 
Frances Durgee, and June Preston. 
The committee had this to say : 
"There will be some tag dances to 
favor the 'lonesome hearts' of each sex. 
But we advise: 'Ask her now before 
someone else does. In doing so you 
will also be showing your loyalty to 
the basketball team.' 
Tickets will go on sale today. 
Chaperons will be Mr. and Mrs. C. 
F. Monier, W. S. Angus, Mr. and Mrs. 
F. L. Andrews, and Mr. and Mrs. C. 
P. Lantz. 
---EISTc- -
Pan-Hellenic Group 
••• 
Dinner was s~rved _ at 7:00 
One hundred couples attended the 
o'clock and at 9 dancing was in order. annual Women's Glee club . formal 
Music was provided by the Novelty 
Six from Effingham, an infrequent 
visitor to Eastern social affair:s this 
year. 
Alumni guests were Hollis Sallee, 
i.eallyn Clapp, Gerald Royer, William 
Peters and Burton Clark. 
Faculty guests were Mr. and Mrs. 
Kevin Guinagh, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. 
MacGregor, and Mr. and Mrs. E. L. 
presented in the auditorium Friday 
night from 9 to 12 o'clock. Club of-
ficials were highly satisfied with the 
attendance, present despite the cold 
weather and snow. 
Highltght of the evening was the 
grand march. Girls entered from the 
east entrane while the men guests 
marched in from the . west door. They 
m et at the south end of the audi-
torium, and the snail routine followed. Stover. 
---EosTc When the formation unwound, those . 
in the march were facing south, four 
Dean McKay Schedules couples abreast. A picture was taken 
'At H ' S t d for the Warbler. Another picture was 
orne on a ur ay I taken later of the dance. 
-- The auditorium was decorated in 
Miss Nathile McKay, Dean of Wo- large notes of music. 
men, will be 'at home' to college girls I Esta Dye was general chairman for 
Saturday afternoon from 4 to 6 o'clock. the first formal fo the year. . 
Students on NYA and those living in ElsTc---
town homes will be special guestls. UNIT 12 HOLDS MEETING 
Staff Artist Fr·ed Foreman finds a convenient means whereby to 
express the theme of the President's Ball to be given here Thursday. 
Young women of Eastern are invited 
to bring their friends for a pleasant 
social hour. Tea will be served and 
there will be bridge for those who wish 
it. And, Miss McKay adds, "there will 
be an open fire"-a welcome on these 
wintery days. 
In spite of the "pleasant" weather 
Tuesday evening, eleven members of 
Unit 12 met at the home of Miss 
Louise McCord, 1524 Third street. 
After a short business meeting, the 
evening was spent playing bunco. I The Eastern Quack I 
Someone says MILDRED SUMMERS 
doesn 't go home anymore over week-
ends because she prefers hamburgers 
to her mamma's cooking . . . . You 
know, of course, that BILL H. and 
JANE H . are reviving a past romance 
.... MR. MACGREGOR tried to get 
tea at the CAMPUS. Frequenters 
there are still on milk-chocolate .... 
EVALYN SCHOOLE:Y observed a not 
so-happy birthday Sunday (the not-so-
happy caused by a heavy cold that is 
confining her to her home in Mat-
toon.) 
Paul E. Malone Is 
Foods Class Guest 
The foods class served a six o'clock I 
dinner to the Forum, Thursday eve- I 
ning, in honor of Paul E . Malone of 
Chi.cago, who spoke in the audito:::ium I 
later in the evening. Those present 
included Dr. and Mrs. R. G Buzzard, 
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Thomas, Mr. and 
Mrs. G. H. Seymour, Mr. and Mrs. C. 
H. Coleman and Mr. Malone. 
---EISTC---
WILMA BRUMLEVE IS 
HOSTESS WEDNESDAY 
Wilma Brumleve ga vc a party lastJ 
Wednesday night in honor of her 
guest, Miss Carolyn Gllbert, Of Mat-
toon. Refreshments were served. 
A New •••• 
Coiffure 
Tir~d of the ·old hairdress? Let us design 
a new one for you. A coiffure that will 
bring a radiant youthfulness to your ap-
pearance is yours at very low price. Call 
for an appointment today. 
. ' 
\' 
, . ,, r Ch N H d "1 Well, I won't keep you waiting any OOSeS eW ea. S I longer. Everyone is still agog about 
Mrs. R. H. Landis and Mrs. Melvin that dance, the Wome~'s Glee Cl~b 
Thomas were hostesses to the Charles- FORMAL. It was qmte an affair. 
ton Pan-Hellenic society at the Lan- Eastern SWELLDOM was there in all 
dis home, 954 Fourth street, Tuesday of its clubiest finery. The HARROD 
evening. Officers for the ensuing year twins were ultra-special -spic in new 
were elected. Mrs. Wayne P. Hughes spring formals, MAXINE in her pleated 
is the new president, Mrs. R. H. Lan- green chiffon with a rhinestone neck-
dis, vice-president and chairman of piece and SHIRLEY equally attractive 
the program committee, Miss Marian in apricot crepe with gold accessories 
McClure, secretary-treasurer. . ... And you should have seen dark-
Those present were: Misses Carolyn 
Gilbert, Eleanor Jane Hall, Maxine 
Craig, Mary Otto, Helen Phillips and 1 
Miss Brumleve. MODERN BEAUTY .SHOP· 815 Monroe St. PHONE 1501 
blue crepe . . . . HELEN IMLE, who 
was with JOHN BOWMAN of Mattoon, 
wore chartreuse green, that shade you 
and I can't wear, but HELEN can and 
does with such ease .... MRS. COOK The program consisted of reports of haired MRS. LLOYD SUNDERMAN in 
recent experiences by club m embers. black velvet . ... Also, in black, black , was exceedin~ly attract~ve· ~ copen-
Light refreshments were served by net, the glee club president, MARY hagen blue With a sequmed Jacket · · 
the hostesses at the close of the pro- BEAR, who led the grand march in And let me see, oh, yes; MR. and MRS. 
grand style .... MRS. COLEMAN was SCHAUDT were there. MRS. 
gram. ElsT striking in a flowered gown, (prints SC~UDT was stunning in. white 
ENTERTAINMENT GIVEN are the newest notes, you know) ..... which perfectly sets off her fa1r com-
Placement Bureau Photos .... 
-as part of your registration are compulsory. 
Good repres~ntation may get that position. 
SANDERS STUDIO 
BY PEM HALL MEMBEHS She had a black velvet jacket lined in p:exion. 
pink .... DOROTHY ARMES (hasn't 1.-----:-------------t r-------------------------------1 
After dinner on Sunday, January 19, 
the girls of .Pt!mberton Hall and their 
guests assembled in the parlors. Dor-
othy Jean Bruce played three piano 
selections. Robert Myers S!tng two 
solos accompanied .by Miss Bruce at 
the piano. Miss Alice Mulkey, a m€-m-
ber of the national Girl S.cout training 
staff and honor guest, gave an inter-
esting talk about scout work and led 
the girls in singing a barnyard round. 
---E I STC---
MRS. SEYMOUR ENTERTAINS 
Mrs. Glenn H. Seymour, 905 Tenth 
street, was hostess to the Faculty 
Wives Bridge club Tuesday afternoon. 
At 1 :30 o'clock a dessert course was 
served, after which three tables of 
contract were in play. 
Guests of the club were : Mrs. Arthur 
Wyeth, Mrs. V. L. Langford, Mrs. Har-
old Green, and Mrs. J. Y. Kelly. 
Home Cooked Foods 
Salads, Pies, Sandwiches, Soups 
Plate Lunches 25c 
LITTLE CAMPUS 
CAFE 
Mr. and Mrs. Don Walker 
Frank Voris 
DOT the nicest voice?) was there in a 
yellow crepe, and a corsage of yellow 
button crysanthemums and white car-
nations, ('Gifts that thrill', courtesy of 
BERT LYNCH, escort-adv.). She had 
two yellow flowers in her black hair. 
Striking, don't you think? .... BEN 
EDMAN, very smart in his tux sent 
GWENDOLYN OLIVER gardenias, and 
my but they' were swank on her soft 
WHITE 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
COMPANY 
Plumbing, Heating and 
Sheet Metal Work 
PHONE 295 
C'li.ve Dick. Mgr. 
HI-HAT 
CLEANERS & 
HATTERS 
LOW PRICES 
Guaranteed Work 
• 
RAY DENNIS JOHN SHRIVER 
Phone 648 617 Linco]n 
Our Home Cooked Lunches-
are prepared with the Best Ingredients and with Best 
Care. A trial will convince. 
CORNER CONFECTIONERY 
"BILL" PANAS. Prop. 
JANUARY CLEARANCE 
at the 
VOGUE SHOP 
West Side Square 
.fOr SOCIAL FUNCTIONS I ~ PRIVATE pARTIES 
DANCING 
The facilities of this hotel are available 
Coffee Shop- Private Dining Room 
- Banquet Room 
Special Menus Sundays and Holidays 
May We Serve You? 
HOTEL U. S. GRANT 
Mattoon Illinois 
Telephone 2700 
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Can Intelligence Be Measured? 
And Does It .M1atter? 
Dr. Lowell of Harvard always ha .. been skep-
tical otf attempts to measure intelligence. H e has 
often made the tatement: "You ma.y as well try to 
mea ure the Bo ton ommons with a codfish.'' H e 
i impatient with those who would put a yardstick 
on an intangible. 
And yet I. Q., E. Q., and the other alphabetical 
symbol are big in the eyes of present-day edu-
cator . orne new cheme of test 0[' measurement 
command as much attention as a revolutionizing 
invention. 
There is proportion to everything, intelligence 
included. Te t for the proportion, and a scale re-
sult . In other words, intelligence can be candled, 
much o.n the order of an egg. Intelligence can be 
graded as varieties of cotton goods, or wheat can 
be graded. 
And yet not a few educators ·will sit back, cool 
their cholarly foreheads with the Fan of Doubt and 
ask, u What i intelligence?" Can you give it geo-
metric equation? Are you intelligent today~ Why~ 
Would you have been intelligent with the same 
equipment 100 years ago1? Is your so-called intelli-
gence uperficial or specialized? (It can not be 
both)." 
. The educators smash head-on with philosophy 
when they try to predict the future of a tudent on 
the basis of his intelligence. One is gori.ng to b e 
happy with what he wants, not necessarily what he 
has the capacity for in life. How will the meas-
urers. dispose of envirolJliDent and inheritance~ 
Please don't ask us to answer; we brought it up in 
the first place because we didn't know. 
Take it from Dr. Mongan at DeKalb, principles connected with the office. 
normal school administration is no His d1ief function is that of direct-
t k I talk b f tl F Colltributed by Wilma Birdzell easy as . n a e ore 1e ac- ing, and it is not simple when one 
ulty club of Northern State Teachers stops to consider the multiple prob- There is a definite correlation between a student's 
college recently, reported by The West- lems, said Dr. Morgan. The admin- housing conditions and his success in school. In a recent 
ern Courier, he described some of the Istrator must appoint deans, depart- issue of "School and Society," E. T. Walker of Lewis In-
1 ment heads, a business manager, a stitute confirmed this statement by showing the ·esults 11111!11--------------• registrar, a recorder, and faculty com- of an experiment conducted at the University of Chicago. 
The Soap Box 
* * * • 
Invites students and faculty 
members to voice their opm10ns 
on topics concerned with college 
life. Please limit letters to 150 
mittees to assist in administering the "Student housing was classified into four types: pri-
college. Those are only part of the vat~ homes, rooming houses under private management, 
duties. He must guide the policy of t LSidence halls managed by the university, and 1 chapter 
his school and see to it that funda- houses owned or controlled by the fraternities. The uni-
mental aims are at least sought after, vcrsity has no sororities or sorority houses. Two types of 
if not achieved. information were collected: measures of university sue-
The chief prin-ciples of administer- cess, and measures of initial characteristics. 
words, sign communications. 
Life Is Just One Big Game 
l.ng a teachers college, as drawn up by Success at the university was measured by the grades 
Samuel A. Rutledge of the Jamaica made, the length of attendance, the amount of work; com-
Training School for Teachers in 1930, j plet~~ th~ sc?olastic honor~ ~~rned, ~~d the amount of 
are as follows: part1c1patwn m student actiVIties. Imt1al characteristics 
Dear Soap Box:' 
I'm protesting against the selfish 
person, or persons, who always mark 
the answers in the game departments 
in the magazine Life. Why should 
one person spoil everyone else's fun in 
taking the test? 
1. The preparation of teachers for wel:e ~easured by high-school grades, psychologi-cal ex-
the public schools should be definitely ammatiOn scores, and age of university entrance. 
considered a function of the state. 1 The ~esults of the survey were tes.ted for validity in 
2 All state supported institutions several d'ifferent ways, but the results always showed that 
having for their chief purpose the the residence halls had the hioghest positive correspondence 
preparation of public school teachers with university success. The private home group came' 
should be under a single unifying state second, except that the fraternity group excelled them in 
board of control. participation in student activities. The chapter house 
group ranked th'ird, except that they were second on stu-
dent activities and lowest in scholastic honors won. The 
rooming house groups were lowest on the measures excepb 
that tha men won more scholastic honors and had a 
Ancient History, Eh? 3. The president of a teachers col-
To the Soap-Box: lege should be the executive officer of 
Once upon a time a large number the board of .control in matters per-
of students held enthusiastic get-to- taining to the institution under his 
gethers. proclaimed themselves "The charge. 
Raving Easternopians," and vowed to Other principles set forth the duties 
revive pep at Eastern. A School of of the president and his relation to 
Cheer, headed by an ex-cheerleader the other administrative offices. 
promised to train new pep leaders. Dr· Morgan closed his talk by say-
ing: Some benefits developed. Three or 
four riotous gatherings were held, "The real basis for administering a 
everybody cheered, and the NewS' gave teachers college is a thorough under-
the campaign a lot of publicity. Then standing of the institution, full co-
silence followed. The E'asternopians operation of all who participate in its 
died or emigrated, or something. administration, definite authority by 
The School of Cheer died without the administrator to administer it, and 
so much as one good rousing rah, an administrator with judgment who 
rah. Students forgot all about pep, will perform his duties without bias, 
fear, or favor." 
chided the Panthers for their dismal 
season, and Easter.n got back to its Dr. Morgan has given favorable 
accustomed tempo-which is a dis- ~b~~~ty t!~~:r~ 0: 01i::e b~~l<r~~~:~ 
gusting resignation to adversity. This how to put the normal school in a 
whole thing would have been better more favorable light in the eyes of 
forgotten . from the start, than to educators. The teachers colleges has 
have existed for several weeks. Sur- long been the object of criticism. It 
render is worse than defeat. is claimed they are the laughing stock 
Let no such pseudo campaigns be of the educational league. By setting 
started again, until our students are up principles, and following them 
confident in themselves that they teachers colleges may yet become the 
axe ready for them.-A. A. real foundation of our school system. 
(Continued on Next Page) 
----------------------------------, 
CAPS and lower case 
B y Th e Editor • 
COME TO THINK OF IT 
The BIG and little in Review 
• • 
. . 
. 
Eastern co-eds are neglecting t his Elam gent. Ten 
days ago he attended a meeting of student leaders in 
Bloomington. Leaving the YMCA where they were put-
ting up, meeting delegates discovered that Mr. Elam was 
missing. Consternation reigned until the assiduous War-
bler editor was at last found. Guess where. In a tele-
graph exchange office, talking to the very attractive girl 
in charge. Reports Homer Hendricks, another Eastern 
delegate: ·'Elam is fascinated by telegraphy." . . . Mary 
Alice Harwood, society editor of the News, has a yarn to 
tell on Kevin J. Guinagh, sometime-if the story ever 
breaks. It seems Mr. Guinagh holds one of his history 
classes in a Home Ec room. To preserve the homey at-
mosphere, .the language and history expert sits on :;~. sew-
ing machme to deliver his lectures-but we'll save the 
stor~ for ~ss Harwood. . . . Panther basketball players 
aren t trustmg News sports writers any more. John Farrar 
It Won't Work, J. F. I went along on the St. Viator trip a fortnight ago and 
@ Q t • practically disgraced the journalism profession. He came To the Soap Box: U 0 [ n g ~ashil_lg up to Jim~y Tedrick while the team was killing I wish to disagree with J. F. who from the Fathers 
1 
time 1.~ .Bourbo:r:na1s, home of Viator, to exclaim, excit-
wrote in this column last week that edly: Jmuny, Jrmmy-(puff, puff) I just saw somethL.'OJ.g 
dance attendances would be boosted I'll bet you've never seen. I saw a pool ta.ble where the 
Secret's Out: We Get Results if such events were held during the Freedom of speech and opinion in I balls all come out at the bottom in a big tray." Get it, 
Wh W R II W k 
week. I doubt it. The great Amer- this ~ountry has had no stouter I pool sharks? 
1 en e ea Y Or ican habit is to expect unusual treats champiOn than the late Justice Oliver 
' Leaders of the recreation committee at Eastern over the week-ends. This applies as Wendell Holmes. Consider this ex- I TWO OF YOUR EDITOR'S : : : 
have heen baffled this year by the failure of orgaiL- well to Broadwayites as to Eastern- cerpt from his dissenting opinion in I Hopes f~r the New Year were realized with the swift-
. . l P . 
1 
all f h ites. The week-end, especially to col- Abrams et al vs. United States: ness of a blizzard's descent. Prof. C'olseybur launched his 
Izabon c ances to pay out. ractica ly 0 t osc lege students, 1·s a holi'day. As such, "P t· f th now c.aleb t d "R d h t" t ·d th ersecu 1on or e expression of 1 "' ra e e un o proVI e e spiciest Last 
given prio,r to the last two wound up with deficits they expect entertainment. The first opinions seems to me perfectly logical. I Trump of the year. And then late last week H. DeF. 
ranging from ten to forty dollars. Apparently there five days of the week are for work, If you have no doubt of your prem- Widger, .chairman of the Entertainment Course commit-
was no solution to the problem. if you will permit such classification ises or your power and want a certain tee, announced that Herbert Petr'i.e's White Hussars will 
Then along came the Women's Glee club and of study, J. F. result with all your heart you natur- appear here in the spring. This news will delight those 
announced its annual formal. Publicity work was I grant that some students must ally express your wishes in law and I of us who were privileged to hear the Hussars during last 
begun three weeks ago. Members started soEciting go home over the week-end in order sweep away a~l opposition. To allow year's summer term. To our mind, this organization is 
tickets a week later, and by Monday of the week of to cut down expenses. But I insist opposition by speech seems to indi- ~1 the rarest treat Eastern students have had in respect to 
the dance every plan for the event was drawn up, enough students stay here during that cate that you think the speech im- entertain~e~t for several seasons. With equal pleasure 
time to stag successful dances. We potent ... or that you do not care do we anticipate the appearance of John Mason Brown 
each committeeman had a definite assignment, and I the N Y k d t · ·t· f lack proper spirit here. Practically wholeheartedly for the result, or that ew or rama 1cs en 1c rom Boston. To all ap-
the cnmpaign was launched to its fullest. the same people attend dances from you doubt either your power or your pearances, this year's Entertainment Course has been 
Results speak well for reoal work. 'J.1he Glee club week to week. Newcomers seldom premises. excellent. The numbers already presented need no fur-
wound up with a small profit under these handi- crash the accepted clique. No, the "But when men have realized that ther recommendation; those still on the agenda will speak 
caps: the first $1.25 dance of the year, bitterly cold blame can't be laid to the week-end time has upset many fighting faiths, for themselves when they greet Eastern audiences soon. 
weather, an orchestra unkno•wn to these parts, and timed dances. Neither do I think it is they may come to believe even more EXTREMES TO WHICH THIS : : : 
a formal affair. More than mere annolilllccment is the fault of those in charge. Good than they believe the very foundations 
needed to lure 100 couples to any form of entertain- ~ orchestras have been. hired for every of their own conduct that the ulti-
t one of our dances this year. Each 1 mate good desired is better reached 
men Th Gl 1" b kn h t d d dance is well advertised, in the News, by free trade in ideas-that the best 
e ee c u ew W a was nee e · I on bulletin boards, by those in charge, test of truth is the power of the 
The Change Must Come 
. I and in chapel. Every student must thought to get itself accepted in the 
know that dances are scheduled. competition of the market, and that 
-The Knox Student, Knox College The trouble is with our student truth is the only ground upon which 
An African tribe had been giVen to playing J body. It isn't dance minded in the their wishe~ safely can be carrred out." 
games in which the loser was eri.ther crippled or I needed numbers. The classic expression of this view is 
. . . . . J efferson's in his First Inaugural 
beat~n .to death. Thmlnng to r.emedy tlus situatlO:n; :: :: Address: "If there be any among us 
a IDlSSIOnary taught the natlves such harmless Out of the p t who would wish to dissolve this 
games as. run, sheep, run, and red rover-games the • . • • as .... Union, or · to change its Republican 
missionary had played in his youth. Tlhe tribe tool~ :: :: form, let them stand undisturbed as 
up the games all right, and the missio111ary sent a TEN YEARS AGO monuments of the safety with which 
report of his success to his home office. Later it Week of January 25-Feb-ruary 1 error of opinion may be tolerated 
Teachers' oath business can be carried was woefully 
demonstrated last week. Because two faculty members 
at Tufts college, Medford, Mass., signed the state's oath 
pledge only after certain reservations, they were forced 
to re~ign. Dr. Alfred C. Lane and Dr. Earle M. Winslow, 
department heads, are the v'ictims. State laws bridle the 
colleges with this clause: accept the pledge or lose your 
charter. The threat is too persuasive. Indictment of such 
a vicious constitutional provision is useless. So long as 
ignorant legislators are peFmitted to occupy responsible 
positions in our governing systems, the citizen will have 
to put up \vith a lot of nonsense and discrimination. For 
the life of us, we can't see the difference in ousting two 
college professors for failure to sign a loyalty oath pledge 
and banishing scholars in Germany for snubbing the 
Hitler reg'ime. Yet our good citizens and· the not-so-good 
legislators severely rake Hitlerism. Heigh-ho. 
was discovered that the tribe stil1 played run, sheep, Charleston high school defeated TC where reason is left free to combat 
run-only they got some extra speed qut o.f the by a 20-14 score. it." KNITTING HAS SWEPT OUR : : : 
h · him d · h' h Eastern defeated Southern Normal, ---EisTc---- Campus as no other monomania in recent years. The 
number of addicts to the pastime is being increased each 
week. Knitting is the type of thing that catches immedi-
ate attenion ... and only college girls have the auuacity 
to perform that household hand-down from the past in 
publ'i.c places at all times. Some of the mo:re persistent 
knitters include Kathryn Walker, Louise Tyro, Kathryn 
Davis, J~ephine Thomas-and you name the others. 
There·d be no objection-but co-eds take their knitting~ 
so seriously. An interruption is tantamount to insul~ 
a comment on their progress like telling Mussol'ini he 
shouldn't use those deadly bombs in Ethiopia. . . . With 
which comment we expect to be gagged when we next 
meet a "knitting-nut." 
sheep by s ooting arrows at an mto Im as e but lost to .state Normal · university. N F•d 1• PI d 
ran. The Seniors defeated the Faculty ew I e IS e ges 
'This exemplifies the difficulty experienced with five, 16-14. (Where is the Faculty- Will Be Nominated 
much social work. The results are on the surface. Seniors game now?) 
We are just beginning to grasp the fact that a fun- --
damental change is necessary. We arrange for a ONE YEAR AGO 
needy man to secure medical attention, but we don't Week of January 22-29 
organize a system that would prevent that man's The college orchestra and band gave 
a vesper concert here Sunday. 
eve·r sinking into a state of helplessness. All the oil New curbs for Eastern's campus were 
and grease in the world won't mak!e a faulty rna- laid. 
chine permanently better; for the time being the Fidelis lost the intramural leader-
machine may continue tol run-but not forever. ship by bowing to the Bethonians. 
Suggestion of pledges for the &~c­
ond half of the school year occupied 
Fidelis a.t its first meeting of the New 
Year Tuesday evening in the main 
building. Minor business transactions 
were also considered. At the next 
club meeting a week from tonight a 
final pledge list is expected to be 
drawn up. 
Tuesday, January ·28, 1936 
The Last Trump 
''This, Partner, Is Our Trick" 
WINGS FROM THE SOUTHLAND 
ColseyPur Writes from Miami 
HOTEL COCOANUT 
Miami, Florida, January 26, 1936 
Dearest Readers.: 
Ever smce we started to school, we have 
believed in the motto: Readet-s first. As we 
pen these lines, we are drinking mint juleps 
on the beach. The editor, sun-tanned and IPROF. COLSEYBUR 
looking the picture of health, is behind us read- . . .. 
ing Esquire. Kelly is but a short (shirt and shorts) diStance away, kiddmg 
some movie actress with a Royal Dane. The society editor . is about ready to 
Reds-Help!. Help! 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
Motion Picture Review, One- Volume 
Encyclopedia Are Added to Library 
By Staff Reporter I izes its aim to· give reliable elementary 
Would you like to have a preview information in . intelligible language. 
of the new movies? Would you like I The magazine Time tells its story, 
to know what your favorlte actor and placing the article under "Education" 
actress are playin,g in? Would you instead of under "Books,'' and thus 
like to know what new plays are put emphasizing that this particular book 
into movies? Where can one find this is news: 
information? There is a new magazine "If Encyclopedia Britannica comes 
the library has just subscribed to in 24 volumes and costs $126.50, if the 
which gives the previews of all movies, smallest New International comes in 
what plays they are made from, to- 14 volumes and costs $95, and if Every-
gether with information about the man's comes 'in 12' volumes and costs 
actors and actresses. $30, then how can a Michigan farmer 
This is called the Motion Picture afford a first-rate encyclopedia? The 
Review Digest. It may be had by tall, taciturn proprietor of one Michi-
calling for 'it at the loan desk in the gan farm looked over a fence rail at 
Reserve room. his neighbors and pondered the ques-
Would you like to see an encyclo- tion. What the US needed, Dr. Clark 
pedia which is all in one volume? Fisher Anslet decided, was a good one-
Just imagine not having to get down volume encyclopedia. True to his word, 
volume after volume to find some- he has crammed a goodly amount of 
thing. The Columbia Encyclopedia the world's knowledge into one fat 
found in the Reference room is a not- volume of 5,000,000 words. . . . Staff 
able one-volume work which is typo- wr'itten, the encyclopedia had required 
graphically pleasing, and which real- the efforts of some 200 writers. 
Page F'lve 
CONTRIBUTOR'S COLUMN 
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' :~~tu::e :;:,~:: t:; 
the students or faculty in this. 
your column. 
Dale Wingler, Joe Henderson and 
Ruth Marie Moore win theatre tickets, 
good only Tuesday and Wednesday. 
Get them from News box in organiza-
tion mail box, west hall. 
S. E. Thomas: "The Irish are a 
peaceful sort of people. They'll have 
peace if they have to fight for it." 
Submitted by Dale Wing ley. 
Donald A. Rothschild: "No wonder 
this room is so cold; Eastman has just 
had a rural education class in here." 
Submitted by Joe Henderson. 
take a dip. The fact is, she is ready. 
Elam is loUin' (but not poppin') in his 
new sports roadster, which he has re-
cently purchased in anticipation of 
George Hemy's bonus money. Fred 
Foreman is busy sketching dande-
lions. Cooper and Spence are cavort-
ing in the surf. The Elephant's Child 
is entertaining an admirer from 
Paris. Yes, dearest Readers, we are 
all thinking of you. 
Energetic Red-baiters (strange 
clan of fishermen) came to the ai'd 
of Prof. Co!:seybur late last week 
with startling new evidence. They 
have added the following facts to 
the professor's agenda, and suggest 
they be addressed to William Ran-
dolph Hurts. 
c. H. Coleman: "Why wasn't Henry 
Elephant's Child Is Clay a candidate for the presidency 
in 1840?" 
'Hit and Run Driver' Student: "He had been defeated 
twice." Sincerely yours, 
Hellandrheina.gh Oolseybur. 
Do we need a new Constitution? 
Ask anyone over forty who is stiil 
waiting for life to begin. 
Even if Poppin' Off were conducted 
by the Lair, we think the columnist 
would be justified in yelling-Help! 
Help! 
When one does too much Quoting 
from the Fathers, he usually gets 
spanked. 
So Paul Blair and his orchestra 
made good! One of these days you'll 
even be saying nice things about the 
present editor of the N.ews. 
We predict that Amateur Night will 
flop. As yet we've never found anyone 
in these parts who wi'll admit that he's 
an amateur. 
"The White Man's Burden" must be 
the "reds." 
Now the Prince of Wales knows how 
a college man feels when he has to go 
to work. 
You're wrong, editor, Gilenn Coo:per 
gave up his newspaper career for 
dancing-which prompts the belief that 
Mickey Playboy Spence, Jr., gave up his 
career for Glenn Cooper. 
If you really .want your dance to be 
the best dance of the year, pick your 
date with care. 
"It is perhaps highly significant 
that the new textbook by Beu and 
Reinhardt has a shockingly red 
cover. Considered very significant. 
Perhaps you observed, too, an ar-
ticle in the News< last week, relating 
the facts of a birthday party at 
Pemberton Hall. This salient point 
was made : 'The room in which the 
party was held was decorated with 
red crepe paper." 
It was noticed also that C. H. 
Coleman entered the main building 
during the blizzard Wednesday with 
a pair of red ears. Also, G. H. 
Seymour. Significant. 
Most important development of 
the week came last Tuesday when 
Mr. Hughes gave the test .to 'learn 
if students knew the signals of safe 
driving. It is alleged that he was 
merely rehearsing them in the 
communistic salutes. 
Lower Blackboards 
In Training School 
Blackboards in a number of Train-
ing school class rooms are being low-
ered in order to conform to more de-
sirable standards, reports Walter W. 
Cook, head of' the school. 
New specifications for blackboards 
in the vari'ous rooms being repaired 
are as follows: in the second grade 
room, board lowered from 36 inches 
to 24 inches; third and fourth grades 
-36 inches to 26 inches; fifth and 
sixth---36 inches to 28 inches. 
Panther Lair 
POPPIN' OFF 
Since yesterday the consensus of 
opinion seems to be in favor of hold-
ing chapel in the Little Campus, if it 
is to be really successful. 
Mr. Thomas claims to know more 
about St. Louis than any other man 
about any other city. He doesn't 
know about Gene (Mule Day) Johns. 
Johns knows Enfield inside out and 
upside down. 
Joe Kelly, alleged "Red" by Colsey-
bur, was overheard making plans to 
place a bomb ·in the dear professor's 
furnace. Deemed very magnificent, 
we mean significant. 
Last Thursday headline: Three Lair 
Men Found Frozen to Bed. 
Headline in Oblong Oracle : Young 
Farmer, married Year Ago, Succombs 
Following Months of Suffering. Who 
hails from Oblong? Don't answer. 
Bill (Double-Play) Lewis: Is Jack 
Austin going south to get in condi-
tion for the baseball season? Give 
me a cigarette. 
Bulletin boards measuring two feet 
So Pem Hall is going to have a Waltz in width will be placed above each of 
Night! That's what we always call it the newly lowered black boards. 
The teachers' application blank 
calls for the appli'cant's age in years, 
months and days·. Okey Honefinger, 
filling one out: Let's see, twenty-two 
years, 131 months, and-. Twenty-
two times 365. Gosh that's a lot of 
days! 
when the floor is too slick. 
We understand, too, that the Hall there, and everywhere. Guess 
gels can use the kitchen once more. It have to junk Kappa Delta Pi. 
was tough, wasn't it, getting along on 
we'll Campus Christening: "Detective'' 
Bob Gumm. We understand that he 
reads all the Phi Sig mail so the 
on brothers won't be kept in suspense. 
his 
three meals a day? We're the only faculty member 
record who ever admitted that 
No wonder the public "gets all het Ford ·wouldn't run in any kind 
up" over "college reds." College stu- weather. 
dents are supposed to be dumb. 
of Younger, walking Otho at twelve-
thirty: You're sick. We're going to 
sit up with you. 
so Mr. Thomas was re-elected presi- The Glee Club is still trying to prove 
dent of the Faculty Credit Committee! that it can dance as well as sing. A toast and a soup-bone to MARY 
JOSEPHINE POLKA-DOT, new Lair 
The "music goes round and round"; mascot owned by Duey. With King George and Rudyard Kip-
ling dying within a fortnight of each 
other, there may be some truth to 
Mussolini's belief that the Empire is 
waning. Unfortunately, Mussolini has 
at hand no poet who can make "a 
neater-sweeter! maiden" of the Ethiop-
ian lass. 
There is no truth to the rumor that 
Mr. Seymour talked on "How to Write 
The Last Tn.:mp" at the Sigma. De' ta 
meeting last night. 
Mr. Alter and the committee may be 
able to offer bigger and better dances, 
but can he supply cuter and prettier 
girls? 
so does our professor. EosT·c---
Shorty's Beauty Parlor & Barber 
Beauty hints that work: cover the Shop-Special, $1.75; complete, $2.00 
face with "coco butter oil"; touch face up;. permanents, shampoo_ and waves, 
with a lighted match. Instantaneously I fa~Ials, 
1
5°C to $2.00. Hair cuts to 
that schoolgirl complexion will appear. smt col ege students. I 
If out of "coco butter oil;• S. A. E. 60, 1·----------------• 
costs less and goes farther. If out of ·, STUDENTS-
S. A. E. 60, use mud. Any face looks 
better -after the mud is removed. Your Patronage Will Be Appreciated 
The "music goes round and round"; 
so does a blind date. 
Complete Greasing Service 
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS 
NEWELL'S 
We is all friends, isn't we? Isn't we? FILL 1 N G STAT 1 0 N 
We say, islli't we? 
a.t Tenth and Lincoln Signed: Ole P(jker Face . ._ ______________ __, 
How about Mr. Ross's Faculty vs Eac- .. ---------------------------------1 
ulty Debate for amateur night? 
We always thought the Constitutioo 
was cuckioo! Eh what, Franklin? 
So most recent dances have been 
failures financially! Well, we told the 
fellows they ought to take their girls 
right home. 
USOL • • • • Creosote Oil 
Doubles the Life 
of Wood 
PHONE 85 
Do you drive? What do you think is Mr. Coleman: "Yes. Clay had the 
the main reason for. the large number odor of defeat about him." Submitted 
of accidents recently? by Ruth Marie Moore. 
Dorothy Dowell '38-Yes. Presence of 
body but absence of mind. 
James Michael '39-Yes. Presence of 
substances in the body that cause the 
absence of mind . . 
Martha June White '38-Yes, Care-
lessness. 
Homer Hendricks 36. - Yes, some-
times women drivers. 
"Ike" Wingler '36-Ho! Hum! Must 
be the weather. 
Okey Honefinger '36 - Yes. One 
armed drivers. 
Josephine Moulton '37 - It must be 
the weather or Shorty Newman's 
freight trains. 
John Farrar '39 - Yes (In my own 
quaint way). Drivers being afflicted 
with "Fritzmilleritus." 
---E18TC----
Housing Data Given 
In Special Review 
(Cont.i.nued from Page 4) 
larger proportion taking graduate work 
than the chapter house group." 
According to the women's hous'ing 
report released from the Dean of Wo-
men's office here last week there were 
two hundred twenty-two girls doing I 
light housekeeping in private homes, 
eighty-five living at Pemberton Hall, 
ninety-eight living at home or with 
relatives. Twenty are l:ir'iving and 
thirty working. By comparing this re-
port with the Chicago survey it can 
be seen that Eastern needs, not only 
gymnasium and science buildings, but 
more dormitories and co-operative j 
houses with which to meet the need 
for housmg. accommodations which 
best provide healthful living for stu-
dents, opportunities for social and 
moral development, and contribute to 
the academic success of students. 
Donald R. Alter: "Bees don't stay 
at home ; they fly away and bring 
back their honey." Submitted by 
Carolyn Maxwell. 
Miss Isabel McKinney: (hearing a 
loud voice in the corridor)-"Is that 
an orator or disorder?" Submitted by 
Dale Wingler. 
H. DeF. Widger: "Now Robin Hood 
took from the rich and gave to the 
poor, just as we do today, except we 
use income tax to relieve them of 
their ill-gotten gains. Submitted by 
Harriet Irwin. 
---EISTC---
German colleges and universities 
have lost between 30 and 40 per cent 
of their scientific instructors. 
---EISTC'---
When you look at your watch do 
you wonder what time it is? Bring 
us your watch and don't wonder what 
time it is. C. P . Goon, 408 6th St. 
CHARLESTON FRUIT STORE 
PHONE 531 
FRESH FRUITS, VEGETABLES 
DAILY 
THE 
CASH GROCER.¥ 
A New Line of Ten 
Cent Notions 
South 6th St. Ralph Ba-ils, Prop. 
LOOK YOUR BEST 
at the PRESIDENT'S BIRTHDAY BALL 
What better time to buy those new evening· sandals 
that you've been planning on? 
Shimmering styles in Sil-
ver or Gold Kid. Also 
White Faille tinted free 
to match your costume. 
Hi or flat heels. 
You '11 lo·ok your loveliest while you are doing your part in 
the gre·at fig~t against infantile paralysis. 
A& G SHOE MART Andrews Lumber & Mill · Co. Newfixturesarebeing~talledjh~e~r~e,JL __ ~~~~:_:_~_:~_:~~==~~::~~==--~~::~-~-=~--J_l------------------------------------------------------------~•-----
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Southern Five II Macomb Champs Who Will Meet Panthers Here Saturday Night Is Conqueror L..--,. _________ ___ _:__ ____ __: 
Locals Make 
Honte aow; to 
Meet Western Of El, 43-36 
Locals Lose Big Late-Game Ad-
vantage as Emery Spurs Car -
bondale to Winning Raliy. 
Eastern's Panthers lost their third 
straight conference game Friday night 
in bowing to the Southern Dlinois 
State Teachers quint at Carbondale by 
a 43-36 score. Although defeated, East-
ern played its most impressive game 
of the season and but for a rapid turn 
of events in the final minutes of play 
might have salvaged victory. 
The locals battled Southern on even 
terms throughout. Only a desperate 
rally in the last five minutes of play 
enabled the Sinoos to win. Only one 
point separated the rivals with five 
minutes of playing time to go. Ted-
rick fouled out and the team was mo-
mentarily disrupted-which is the us-
ual result in such cases. The Maroons 
took advantage of the opening, scored 
eight points and clinched victory. 
To illustrate that the locals were far 
from an outclassed crew Friday, it need 
only be pointed out that they were 
leading 33-27 with seven minutes to 
p:ay. That advantage eventually caved 
in as Emery revived his team mates. 
A revised line-up represented East-
ern for a large part of the game. Mc-
Connell, a freshman playing his first 
varsity game, operated from one of 
the forward positions. He turned in a 
creditable performance, although eject-
ed from the game on personals. Brown 
returned to his position at guard and . 
scored nine points to tie Shaw, East-
ern center. 
There was little to chose between 
the two rivals during the first half. 
Southern held a 20-19 half-time lead 
as a result of Emery's classy play. 
The Carbondale guard and captain 
scored 12 points to pace his team. 
Eastern (36) FG FT PF 
McConnell, f ............................ 2 1 4 
Cossins, f ............................ ..... 0 o 1 
Holmes, [ .................................. 2 2 3 
Curry, f ...................................... 0 1 1 
Varsity Club Will Sponsor Showing of 
Two Sports Pictures Here Wednesday 
no profit motive will be involved . In 
11RE:.O 11 
HEAID£RSON 
CE.AIY£RJ 
Linder Continues to 
Top All IM Scorers I 
I 
Linder of the Flying Dut chmen con-
Ho~lmes, Barclift Duel Expected 
to Enliven Conflict; Macomb 
Leads Little 19. 
After a month's absence from the 
h ome court, Eastern's Panthers will re-
turn Sa turday night to meet the con-
ference-leading Macomb cagers. The 
Leathernecks, co-champions of the 
conference last year, have a veteran 
team. 
The Panthers will be out to salvage 
their second conference win out uf the 
wreckage of the season. After defeat-
ing Sh urtleff and Sparks, the locals 
have run their string of defeats to 
seven, t hree of which have·been against 
Little Nineteen teams. Meeting the 
championship crew of the circuit of-
fers little comfort. The fact that it is 
'homecoming,' however, should bolster 
the Panther game. 
Eastern fans- proba bly will see a re-
vised line-up i·n act ion against the 
Leathernecks. Coach Angus has been 
experim enting in recent games with 
hopes of juggling the line-up into a 
winning combinatien . · He hasn't been 
able t o assemble the potent defensive 
team n eeded to defeat the class of op-
position h is P anthers have had. 
Should Bob Holmes, sophomore for -
ward on the local quint, get into the 
game Saturday he may clash with an 
old r ival in the person of Perry Bar-
clift , Macomb guard. Holmes played 
against Barclift when the Trojans of 
Charleston high school went to the 
.state t wo years ago and lost to Quincy 
in their second game. Bar clift was 
with Quincy and was the chief factor 
in Charleston's untimely defeat. Bar-
clift has been an outstanding star at 
Macomb. A spirit ed duel is expected 
if the two should meet, as Holmes has 
blossomed into one of the most dan-
gerous forwards in the conference. 
It Pays to Look We11) 
Shaw, c ...................................... 4 1 2 
Carlock, c .................................. 0 0 0 
The Varsity Club, headed by Willard 
Duey, is sponsoring a show at the Rex 
theater on the west side of the pub-
lic square this Wednesday evening. 
Unlike other sponsored shows, however, 
fact, there will be no admittance charge tinues to lead intramural scorers, 
A %O?d hair cut just doesn't happen 
-It IS the result of long experience 
aud careful attention. You can get 
that kind of service at the Tedrick, g .................. : ............... 3 0 4 and each member of the club will have boosting his total to 70 points dur-
Neal, g ................................. : ...... 0 0 0 
Brown, g .................................. 3 3 o 
Austin, g .................................. 0 0 0 
Totals ...................................... 14 
Southern (43) FG 
Lucas, f .................................... 1 
Parsons, f ................................ 0 
Dohanich, f .............................. 0 
; Corzine, f .................................. 4 
Dempster, c ............................ 2 
Broadway, c ............................ ! 
Emery, g .................................... 5 
:Lent, g ...................................... 0 
Edwards, g .................. .............. 2 
8 
FI' 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
2 
0 
5 
0 
1s TC High Is Loser . 
In Two Close Tilts PF 
4 
0 Robinson high school took advan·-
1 tage of TC's inability to hit easy shots 
1 and triumphed at Robinson Tuesday 
1 night by a 21-16 score. The Maroons 
0 clinched victory in the third quarter 
0 on the strength of a superior attack. 
0 
2 
2 
five tickets which come to him with-
out cost. 
Only expense involved will be that 
of renting the theater. Two pictures 
will be featured. One is "Play Ball," 
a three-reel picture starring Lew Fon-
seca, Chicago White Sox manager. It 
plays up the instruction side of base-
ball. I 
The second feature will show the 1 
Northwestern-Stanford football game I 
of 1934. An explanation will accom-
pany this picture. j 
ing the past week. Other leaders: 
Vern Owen, Da.rk Horses, 53; Mc-
Clure, Vikings, 41; Adair, Vikings, 33; 
Jones, Panther Lair, 31. 
HOLMES BARBER 
SHOP 
Southwest Co.rn.er of Square 
A. G. FRO ·MMEL 
A Full Line of Hat·dware, Paints, Dishes, Kitchen Utensils, Tools, 
Cutlery and Sporting Goods 
We Also Repair Suitcases, Bags, Tnmks and All Leather Goods 
"See Us Before You Buy" 
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE PHONE 492 
Fulton, g .................................. 2 
Totals ...................................... 17 9 
Defeat lowered the locals in East-
ern Illinois League standing, that be-
ing their second defeat in conference 
play. It was also their second defeat 
11 of the season. 
These features have been obtained · 
through the courtesy of Northwestern I 
university, which uses the football pic-
ture to instruct its grid candidates 1-----_-~. --------------------------J 
each fall. 
Officials- Warner and Courtner. 
---E:ISTC:- --
Cubs Down Indiana 
Sta te Frosh, 31-28 
It took Eastern's Cubs to provide 
the local college with a victory over 
an Indiana cage team. They turned 
the magical trick here Friday night 
by whipping the Indiana State 
freshmen by a 31 to 28 score. Thus 
the Cubs won their first tilt of the 
season, having lost previously to 
Chanute Field and the Illinois State 
Normal reserves. 
"Butch " Cole paced the locals to 
victory with four field goals and 1 free 
,throw, the majority of which were 
scored in the closing minutes when 
a hot duel was being waged for the 
lead. The score was close through-
out and neither team enjoyed a 
commanding lead. Eastern's basket 
getting talent was the difference be-
tween victory and defeat. Whereas 
Indiana connected for only eight 
fielders, the locals got 13. 
Eastern enjoyed a slender 14-13 
half-time lead. O'Leary, enemy 
guard, topped his team mates with 
ten points. 
---E:ISTc---
Patronize our News advertisers! 
TC lost its second game of the week 
by bowing to Martinsville at Martins-
ville Saturday night, 34-26. Merv Bak-
er led an insufficient Blue and Gold 
attack. 
---EIST C:---
ROSE POLY GAME l S 
POSTPONED TO FEB. 6 
Cold weather and the danger of 
drifts forced postponement of the 
Rose Poly-Eastern State basketball 
game, scheduled for Wednesday night. 
The two will meet h ere on Thursday. I 
February 6. Rose Poly officials called 
early Wednesday afternoon to ask for 
postponement, stating that the bus 
company would not risk the trip, and I 
passenger auto traffic was too danger-
ous. Since this game was postponed, 
Eastern has no home games on its 
January schedule. 
Varsity Club m embers may give their 
extra tickets to whomever they choose. 
Coaches, superintendents, and a few 
high school athletes in surrounding 
communities will also receive compli-
mentary tickets. 
--E:ISTC---
Order your flowers by telephone. Call 
39. Lee's Flower Shop, 413 Seventh 
street. 
A Subject for 
Much T hought 
to the college student, is something 
to eat. If you think first of Wer-
den's Grocery you will make an A. 
WERDEN GROC. 
South Side Square 
Charleston Cleaners and Dyers 
PHONE 404 
ALTERATIONS REPAIRING 
Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store 
WELCOMES YOU! 
You'll be surprised at · the large stocks and the quality we 
have. Every item of high grade and guaranteed to be satis-
factory. Everything for the girl 
HOSIERY 
UNDERWEAR 
DRESS GOODS 
HATS 
COATS 
DRESSES 
SPORTS WEAR 
MUSIC 
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service 
at all times. Expert operator. 
A LEXA NDER·' S 
' 
' 
Utterback's Business College 
MATTOON, ILLINOIS 
Short, thorough and intensive training for office work. Special courses 
for SCHOOL TEACHERS. Day and Night School. 
Tuition Reaso:nalble 
TFJLEPHONE B'LDG. PHONE 248 
'' Proved By the Past-Improved for the Future'' If It's Less Than an Eight, It's Out of Date 
-
McARTHUR. MOTOR SALES 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS P HONE 666 
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W AA Basketball Tourney Is 
Scheduled to Begin Tonight ~~~!~~~~~~~!. 
Play Will Continue for One 
Month; ~Iembers of F·ou.r Com-
peting Teams Are Listed. 
Opening games in the W AA basket-
ball tournament will be played tonight, 
starting at 7 o'clock. Goldeen Wood-
all is head of basketball and will have 
charge of the details of the tourna-
ment. Miss Mabel Hupprich and Miss 
Florence McAfee, sponsors of W AA, 
are to assist. Games will be played 
Jan. 28, Feb. 4, Feb. 11, Feb. 19, and 
Feb. 26. 
Teams will play in the following or-
der: 1 and 2; 3 and 4; 5 and 1; 2 and 
3; 4 and 5; 1 and 3; 1 and 4; 2 and 5; 
2 and 4; 3 and 5. 
Captains of the teams are: !-Steph-
enson, 2-Brian; 3-McFarland, 4--
Miller, 5 - Schloz, and 6, Unit 1. 
Members of team 2 are Louise Brian, 
guard; Carolyn Specht, forward; Iona 
Mowrer, guard; Goldeen Woodall, for-
ward; Eleanor Jacobs, guard; Isabel 
Larimer, guard; and Baker, substitute. 
Team 2-Violet McFarland, forward; 
Cayez, guard; Munson, guard; Staff, 
forward; Abee, forward; Piper, guard; 
Bonec, either; Fellis, guard; Podesta, 
guard; Poorman, guard; Maxine Har-
OUT OF THE WEST RODE 
YOUNG BU.RTONO; W:HOA! 
This is a story of heroism. It tells 
of the dashing, Quixotic young her.o 
-or, to be more precise, o.f the 
"nick-of-time" gallant riding out 'of 
the west. On the night of the glee 
club formal, the club's ptesident 
anxiously awaited arrival of h~r es-
cort for the evening-Burtoi). Clark, 
Eastern grad. He teaches school in 
the southern (Ill.) realms. Burton 
called from Effingham at a little 
after 8 p. m. to say 'he'd be there 
right on time, no doubt.' Still, Miss 
Bear was anxious. She and Bur-
ton were to lead the grand, march 
at 9:30 : . . At 9 p. m. Burtqn call-
ed from Mattoon - "There soon, 
now.'' But at 9:35 the snow-bound 
suitor still dallied on the road to 
Charleston. "The grand march must 
go on.'' Lloyd Sunderman of the 
music department paired up with 
Miss Bear; George Henry squired 
Mrs. Sunderman. The marcli began. 
It was barely underway when in 
dashed the tardy Mr. Clark, joined 
the parade and s~t everything aright 
-just as in the days of yore. 
ro?, guard, and perha~s Collins, Abe~- Cook Appointed to 
brmk, and Gosnell will play on this I S C . . 
team also. tate ommiSSIOn 
Team 4-Ruth Miller, either; Helen I -- .. 
Jones, guard; Katherine Shores, guard; Walter W. Cook, Director of Teach-
Freda Alumbaugh, center; Lorraine er Training and the Training school, 
Mills, guard; Janice Hurtz, guard; Lois has been appointed to the Steering 
Greeson, forward; Louise Abel, either; Committee of a state commission 
and Vivian Keplinger, forward. charged with developing a course of 
Team 5-Bertha Webb, guard; Mary study for the schools of Illinois. 
Doyle, guard; Lydia Schloz, guard; This commission has been set up 
Gertrude Foltz, forward; Esther Wise- by the Department of Public In-
heart, forward; Helen Walters, for- struction. Charles C. Stadtman, first 
ward; June Douglas, Laura Conley, for- assistant superintendent of the de-
ward; and Pauline Wyne, guard. partment, notified Mr'. Cook of his 
Referees are McFarland, Lumbrick, appointment. 
Miller, Cayez, Abee, and Woodall. The Steering Committee of which 
Scores will be given in the News with Mr. Cook is a member will be com-
each team's standing and high scorer. posed of county superintendents, city 
---lEisT superintendents, curriculum men, and 
Social Events Are repr~sentatives .of the Department of 
• Public Instruction. 
Featured by Units I Mr. Stadtman wrote, iii notifying 
Mr. Cook: 
A summary of activity in several of 
the Women's League units reveal~ that 
women in the college have taken ad-
vantage of the winter season to hold a 
galaxy of social events. · Just before 
Christmas some of the freshman girls 
attended unit meetings and learned, in 
the words of a League official, "that 
there was no Santa Claus." 
During the January get-together 
some seniors found they had not been 
eating correctly. 
Girls in Helen Imle's unit have 
proved that 15 guests for dinner are 
no trouble at all when the courses are 
served progressively. It is rumored, 
too, that the "Lucky Thirteen" unit 
especially "sharpened" their appetites 
in Mexico while taking a "Trip Around 
the World." 
"It is our purpose to make this an 
extensive and much worthwhile 
study" and we hope that by the time 
work is under way there will be many 
school men and teachers -in the de-
velopment." 
As soon as membership of the com-
mittee is completed, a meeting will 
be called. 
---EISTc---
WILLIAM HITE INITIATED 
INTO MEDICAL SOCIETY 
William Hite, a student at Eastern 
last year, has_ been formally initiated 
into the Kappa Sigma fraternity at 
Vanderbllt university, Nashville, Tenn. 
He has also become eligible for mem-
bership in the "Skull and Bones," 
honorary pre-medic fraternity. 
Contributed by Charles Austin 
Sometime prior to 1910 Wheaton col-
lege traveled to Normal for a game. 
At that time all cage teams wore long 
pants, ankle length. Strange to say, 
Whea.ton that year blazed a new trail 
and went into the Normal gym in the 
afternoon for a light workout with 
knee length trunks. As they were 
practicing, some Normal professors 
strolled into the gym and gazed aghast 
at the scantily attired cagers. "Mercy,'' 
"brazen," etc., were some of the re-
·' marks heard. Well, a self appointed 
·committee made haste to confer with 
the Normal president. Late that after-
noon the Wheaton ·coach received a 
communication from the Normal presi-
dent which said, in effect: "There will 
be no Wheaton-Normal game tonight 
unless the boys from Wheaton wear 
long pants.'' Several pairs of farm-
ers' outfits were sold that afternoon in 
a Bloomington store; that evening the 
Wheaton team came on the floor dress-
ed in overalls. 
St. Viator college, while dropp·ing 
from the undefeated class this 
week in losing to both the Dlinois 
Wesleyan and State Normal teams 
has started to build up future 
. teams. The athletes have volun-
talily set up regulations which they 
have agreed to observe. This type 
of spirit is the kind that puts ath-
I'etics on the levels which they 
should occupy. 
The Angusmen have gained anotller 
regular starter on the squad. Russ-ell 
McConnell became eligible last week 
and played his first game at Carbon-
dale Friday night. His six feet of 
height and basketball ability will be 
big assets in future Panther games. 
The undefeated Macomb Leath-
ernecks will show their wares in 
the cracker-box 'Saturday night. 
My personal plea: Everybody come 
out and let's crack down on the 
Leathernecks. 
Macomb, to our knowledge, is the 
only school in the United States that 
doesn't award sweaters to its athletes. 
The only award they make is the let-
ter. They are over-generous, however, 
with the letters, awarding over one 
hundred each year. The last time we 
were in Macomb it looked as if every 
boy in school had been awarded one. 
The largest high school confer-
MOORE'S 
SUPER SERVICE 
Grocery-Market 
PHONE 71 
Delivery Service 
Theater parties have been enjoyed 
.by several. "The Happy Hunters" and 
girls in Ruth C9rley's unit attended 
the showing of "A Tale of Two Cities." 
Return from the theater was made 
by taxi-cabs. 
LINCOLN INN-- EASTERN'S CHOICE 
---EISTc---
Miss Bratton Gives 
Party on Thursday 
Miss Mary Augusta Bratton enter-
tained a number of friends in observ-
ance of her birth anniversary Thurs-
day night. The Valentine motif was 
carried out. Refreshments were served. 
Those present were: Mary Frances 
Heermans, Helen Agee, Katherine 
Shores, Barbara Ann Powell, Violet 
Podesta, Violet McFarland, Betty Jane 
Ewing, Juanita Brown, Martha Reeder, 
and Miss Bratton. 
---EISTC---
R. W. WECKEL RETURNS 
R. W. Weckel was =l.bsent from b'is 
duties as music instructor all last week 
because of an attack of flu. He re-
turned to his position 'Tuesday. 
We Specialize 
in High Class Repairing. 
Come 'in and see us or 
PHONE 609 
Campbell's Shoe Shop 
JUST SOUTH OF SQUARE 
ON SOUTH 7th ST. 
HOME STYLE COOKING 
SERVICE WITH A SMILE 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
GROCERIES AND MEATS 
£irst Door ·East of Campus-PHONE 73 
' I 
D. T. Freeland 
Cinderella 
Hosiery. • • • 
Beautifully shee·r chiffons 
... dull luster service 
weights . . . Every pair 
made by the country 's 
l e a d i n g manufacturers 
and sold to you with our 
stamp of approval. 
Margaret's Dress Shop 
Conveniently Located 1309 Fourth Street 
Intramural Standings 
Intramural Standings 
Team- Won Lost Pet. 
Vikings ................ ....... . 6 0 1.000 
Gilbert Boys ................ 5 0 1.000 
Dutchmen .......... .......... 5 1 .833 
Fidelis ............................ 3 1 .750 
Panther Lair .............. 3 2 .600 
Dark Horses ................ 3 4 .428 
Flyers ..... .................... .. . 2 2 .500 
Hungry Five ................ 2 3 .400 
Parkas .......... .................. 2 5 .285 
Republicans .................. ! 3 .250 
Phi S~gs ........................ 1 4 .200 
Titans ................ ............ 0 8 .000 
---IEISTC---
VIKINGS, GILBERT BOYS 
CONTINUE WINNING PACE 
With one favorite defeated last week 
the race for top honors in the intra~ 
mural tourney was temporarily nar-
rowed to two teams-the Vikings and 
the Gilbert Boys. Scores of the week 
were: 
Fidelis 18, Vlkings 22; Dark Horses 
7, Flying Dutchmen 22; Parkas 17 
Titans 5; Lair 19, Titans 11; Hungr; 
Five 16, Dark Horses 18; Vikings 22, 
Titans 19; Phi Sigs 10, Parkas 16; Fly-
ers 20, Dark Horses 12; Hungry Five 
21, Flying Dutchmen 22; Vikings 25, 
Republicans 16; Dark Horses 20, Parkas 
14. 
cnce in Illinois outside of ·Cook 
county will start its annual. tourna-
ment this week at Casey. Sixteen 
teams are entered. Oblong, win-
ner of the Wabash Valley title last 
week, will be one of the favorites 
to cop tap honors. Other out-
standing teams are Newton, Robin-
Scm, Martinsville, Casey, .and 
Teachers College High. 
.Page Seven 
IM Leaders Will 
Clash This Week 
Feature tilt of this week's intra-
mural tournament brings the co-lead-
ing Gilbert Boys and Vikings into con-
flict Saturday night. Other games are: 
Wednesday-Parkas vs. Vikings; Re-
publicans vs. Newt's Hungry Five. 
Thursday-Flying Dutchmen vs. Pi-
delis; Gilbert Boys vs. Panther Lair; 
Dark Horses vs. Fidelis. 
Friday - Hungry Five vs. G!ilbert 
Boys; Republicans vs. Panther Lair; 
Parkas vs. Fidelis. 
Saturday-Panther Lair vs. Flying 
Dutchmen; Republicans vs. Phi Sigs; 
Vikings vs. Gilbert Boys; Parkas vs. 
Hungry Five; Dark Horses vs. Titans. 
--EISTC---
Patronize our NewS' advertisers! 
Save THIS Ad! 
THIS AD IS GOOD 
FOR 15c 
-on our high grade 
leather soles for ladies. 
Soles sewed on by the 
LANIS LOCK STITCH 
method. Longer wear-
greater comfort - ap-
pearance same as new. 
The GOLDEN RUL.E 
SH·OE SHOP 
I 
PHONE 74 
···---~ 
--LINCOLN THEATRE::=== 
TODAY (TUE.S.) & WED.- ADM. lOc & 25c 
Myrna LOY -:- Spenser TRACY 
In 
'Whipsaw' 
ALSO NEWS-COMEDY- SHOWS 2:30-7:00-9:00 
THURSDAY BARGAIN-CONTINUOUS 
'Freshman 
Love' 
with 
Patricia ELLIS-Frank McHUGH 
Warren HULL 
Joe CA WTHORNE-George E. STONE 
lOc till5:30, then 15c & lOc 
FRIDAY-SATURDAY- ADM. lOc & 15c 
Freddie BARTHLEMEW 
Victor McLAGLEN-Gioria STUART 
in 
'Professional 
Soldier' 
ALSO ~COMEDY-CARTOON 
SUN.-MON., FEB. 2-3-
' 
JameS CAGNEY 
Pat O'BRIEN 
' 
Page Eight 
Hughes Seeks 
Key to Cause 
Of Accidents 
Auto Driving Test Given to All 
Students; May Recommend 
Course of Instruction. 
What caused 36,000 deaths in auto-
mobile accidents last year? Are auto 
mishaps the result of pure accident or 
ignorance on the part of car opera-
tors? 
Wayne P . Hughes of the industrial 
arts department expects to lea.rn the 
answers to those questions when he 
scores tests taken by the entire student 
body during the past week. More than 
500 students took the test last Tues-
day after chapel, and the remainder-
those who missed chapel without ex-
cuse-were examined yesterday morn-
ing at 8:55. 
Mr. Hughes' test attempts to probe 
the knowledge students have of driv-
ing rules. An objective test, it covers 
practically every important rule of the 
road which if violated might be the 
cause of a major accident. 
Examiner Hughes hopes to have the 
tests scored by the end of this week. 
He will then present the results, which 
from preliminary reports should prove 
conclusively that there is a tangible 
answer to the cause of so many grue-
some auto accidents. 
Questions of the exam can provide 
answer to only some of the causes. No 
test could determine accurately wheth-
er the examinee is a reckless or a 
careless driver. Recklessness is ascrib-
ed as the chief cause of smash-ups. As 
many observers on the subject point 
out, however, the reckless driver and 
the one who doesn't know the rules of 
driving are as one. 
If results of the exam should prove 
that ignorance of rules is a dominant 
factor, Mr. Hughes will advocate that 
a course in proper and safe driving be 
given at Eastern. Los Angeles Junior 
college of Los Angeles, Calif., last week 
installed just such a course. It is their 
aim to thoroughly educate every auto-
mobile driver in their college. 
In several magazine articles on the 
subject of accidents lately, people 
between the ages of 18 and 23 have 
been charged with causing the high-
est accident mortality rate. It is im-
plied that college students are the 
greatest offenders. Education is com-
ing to its own defense with education. 
---EISTc---
Grad Candidates Are 
To Consult Bulletin 
All candidates for graduation from 
the two or four-year com·se should con-
sult the list of names on the bulletin 
board under the clock and report to 
the office at once if their name is not 
on the list and also report any errors 
in the spelling of the name or in the 
major or minor subjects, reports Miss 
Blanche Thomas, registrar. 
---EISTC:---
Mr. and Mrs. Thut 
Are Parents of Boy 
The faculty progeny roll was in-
creased by one Sunday morning 
when Mr. and Mrs. Hiram F. Thut 
became the parents of a 7-pound boy, 
born at the Charleston hispital. The 
newest addition to faculty families 
has been named Frederick Howell 
Thut. 
---EISTC---
CLUB CONDUCTS SURVEY 
Is the trend in enrollment in 
elective high school mathematics 
courses up, down, or constant? What 
is the college training of high school 
mathematics teachers? These and 
other questions are s~ated to be asked 
through a questionnaire which Cecil 
Elam of Kappa Mu Epsilon is pre-
paring to send out to math teachers 
in this section of the state. 
---EISTc---
Remember your friends with flowers. 
They say it best-Lee's Flower Shop, 
413 Seventh street. Phone 39. 
After the Game 
visit the 
KRACKER BOX 
FREE COFFEE 
with every 15c lunch 
Fred Fletcher, Prop. 
Operated by "Bob" and "Ab" 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS Tue·sday, January 28, 1936 
Warbler Wins Place Among Select In Special Lay-Out I 'R
1 
idpdle' Cast 
~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~--· s ermanen~ 
Prospective Teachers I Theatre Critic 
Meet With Director B ·11 d t S 'k 
- r e o pea , 
Students on the four and two-year lJ.• hi p • d 
curriculums and all others planning nlg y rarse 
to teach will meet this Thursday aft-
John Mason Brown, Who Will 
Appear Here Feb. 14, Is Laud-
ed by Contemporaries. 
Patrons and friends of 
the Hartman- Jeff-erson 
Printing Co. of Spring-
field soon w'ill receive 
1936 calendars illustrated 
with the adjoining pic-
ture. You will spy the 
1935 Warbler, pictured 
among a sampling of the 
Work Begins 
It 's Not Pattern Mystery Plot, 
Staff Writer Warns; Rehearsal 
Pace Speeds Up. 
B y Aline Claar 
best year books printed "Oh, it's just another mystery play!" 
by the Springfield con-
cern. Hartman-Jefferson May we be permitted to utter that 
was extremely proud of time-worn statement, "That's what 
th e Eastern ann~al a_nd I you think!" R iddle Me this! is not a 
chose to mat~h 'it Wlth mystery play. In the first scene, the 
other leaders m the year audience wD see a murder com-
book fie~d in the lay-out mitted and the act ion of the play is 
to the rlght. concerned with the murderer's at -
This same company tempt to entrap an innocent man. 
has the contract for 
printing Eastern's 1936 R:ddle Me This! will be presented 
Warbler. Editor Stanley Tuesday and We:,dnesday, February 
Elam and Business Man- 18 and 19 as a number of the Enter-
ager Charles Austin re- tainment · Course. On February 18, 
port some distinctive lay- ! the play will be ~iven. for the ~tudent 
outs are promised by the body and recreatwn t1ckets Will ad -
company's representative, mit. The second night's performance 
Minor L. Smith. will be for the faculty and towns-
Kevin Guinagh Is 
Author of Article 
An article by :Kevin J . Guinagh, 
member of the Eastern faculty, ap-
pears 'in the Jan. 6 issue of the 
Classical Weekly, on reserve in ol.lr 
library. 
Mr. Guinagh has listed a bibli-
ography of the studies 'in Arnobius. 
people. 
Director Shiley has announced the 
complete cast as follows: Dr. Ernest 
Tindal, Walt Morris; Mrs. Ruth Tindal, 
Janice Hertz; Detective Captain Mc-
Kinley, Willard Duey; Dr. Sully, Frank 
Day; Alcock, Lloyd Kincaid ; Duffy, 
Don Tolliver; Mrs. Ward, Kathryn 
Walker; Kirk Arthur Spence; Mrs. 
Alvin, Jane Smith; Frank Marsh, Don 
Shields; Vere Marsh, Juanita Brown; 
J ack Reed, Edward Foreman; Julia 
Reed, Josephine Thomas. 
ernoon in the auditorium at 4:30 to 
hear what is expected to be the final 
talk in a series to explain pro-
cedures in applying for teaching po-
sitions. 
. . . published since the appearance of 
When one dramatw cntlc says an- Reifferscheid's editions of the treatisa 
other dramatic critic is the best "Adversus Nationes" (published i~ 
lectur~r on the drama in the United 11875). 
The production staff is as follows : 
Walter W. Cook, Director of Teach-
er Training and the Training school, 
will again be in charge. He plans to 
explain farther the personal appli-
cation technique, and also may speak 
of the letters of applicati'On. 
States, you can well risk a guess that Mr G · h t ld N t 
. . . . umag o a ews repor er 
the O?Ject of sue~ a flatt~rmg tn- , that the article was "nothing of im-
b~te IS a bona fide_ sensation. ~e portance, I assure you." But to those 
Wlll spare you guessmg games. Wil- versed in the field about which he has 
How to Seek Position lia~ Lyon Phelps, Scribner's con- written, the article is of lasting value. 
At the meeting last Thursday aft- n01sseur of the drama, thus evaluated Eonc---
~noon, approximately 250 students John Mason Brown about one year Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Parr, former 
heard Mr. Cook spel3.~ for 50 minutes ago. · Eastern students, were week-end vis-
on the various phases of securing a Mr. Brown, prided property of the itors here. 
position. New York Evening Sun, is coming I 
He reiterated purposes of the here to deliver a lectme on February ================ 
Bureau of Teacher Placement, stat- 14. Eastern Entertainment course the drama and theatre. They are en-
ing that it is designed to "serve the committee, headed by H. DeF. Widger, titled, , "~.etters .:ro~ Greenr~om 
public school system of Illinois by has arranged for his appearance. A Ghosts, Upstage, The Amencan 
assisting them in securing the host of recognized authorities on Theatre As Seen by Its Critics," and 
services of well qualified teach- drama and speech will tell you that "Th~ Modern Thea_tre in Revolt." 
ers. It's purpose is also that of as- Eastern is getting the best there is Mi~s Isabel McKmney, head of our 
sisting the registrant, as a student of I available in the field of dramatic crit- English departme~t, h~ ~orne work 
the college, in seeming a teaching lCism. Burns Mantle recently eulog- under Mr. Brown m a wnter s course at 
position. ized in the New York News: the Brea.d Loa.f school last summer. 
. . . A News mterv1ewer hopes to bring you 
Outlines RegiStermg Plan "John Mason is young enough to be Miss McKinney's impressions of the 
He outlined the proceaure in regls- enthusiastic and old enough to be noted critic in next week's issue. 
tering with the Bureau. Each regis- wise. He knows the current theatre 
trant must provide six application not alone as the critic of the Evening 
photograph (which should be recent, Post but also as the former Associate 
attractive in appearance, and an ex- Editor of the Theatre Arts Monthly." 
ce' lent likeness), have four class Joseph Wood Krutch parted from 
room record forms filled out; have his usual indifferent attitude to say: 
two horne community records forms "One of the characteristics which 
filled out; have teacher-training re- distinguish John Mason Brown from 
cord filed on two forms. Procedures the other practicing critics of New 
in following these directions were York is the depth and intensity of 
MARINELLO 
BEAUTY SHOP 
North Side Square 
SPECIALIZING 
in All Kinds of 
BEAUTY WORK 
carefully explained by the director. his interest in the theatre as theatre .. " w. c. Peters, Prop. 
Students are requested to register Mr. Brown has written four books on 
early in February in order that the 
Phone 1506 
Shoe Repairing Neatly Done 
Ruby Stallings, mistress of makeup; 
Evelyn Ringo, mistress of properties; 
Evelyn Keith, mistress' of wardrobe; 
Kathryn Walker, publicity manager; 
George Henry, stage manager. 
---EISTC---
GIRL 'S PURSE LOST 
LOST: A brown purse containing a 
pair of gloves and some money was lost 
on the campus. W ill the finder please 
return to the office? A reward will be 
given. 
Royal Typewriters 
Repairing 
E. L. ,CHURCH 
505 No. · 22nd Street 
MATTOON ILLINOIS 
Fletcher's Grocery 
"WE WANT YOUR 
BUSINESS" 
Phone 422 463 Lincoln St. 
office may finish the clerical work 
connected with registration before 
notices of vacancies begin coming in 
during March. In order to en-
courage students to register early a 
fee of $1.00 will be charged all stu-
dents who register after March 1. 
BRADING'S 
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP 
A. c. ADKINS 
Phone 173 
North of Square on 7th St. 
_Be Beautifully Dressed 
as Well as Charitable 
At the President's Ball 
Formals and Semi-Formals 
of 
Velvets Metallics Crepes 
Satin - Taffeta 
MANY AT REDUCED PRICES 
$3.95 up to $25.00. 
Groceries and M'eats 
We Carry a Complete Line of 
School Supplies 
CORNER TENTH AND LINCOLN 
Shoes for the Occasion. 
• • • 
Evening Sandals 
Silver-Gold-White or Black Fabrics-Choice of 
high or low heels. 
) 
DRESS-WELL SHOPS 
Wt Held Women Dress Well 
I NVAI:lT'S 
BROWNbiltSHOE STORE 
BALOU' CHAIHESTON flOV S COUT 
~• O',IfJIV Ill. . c:.H O I •» 
CARTOONIST Walt Disney 
chose Mary Alice Woods as 
the Univer~ity of Kansas' outstand-
ing freshman woman. She's a 
member of Alpha Chi Omega. 
pRINCETON'S Fred Lawson 
scores the first goal (note the 
puck about to enter the net) dur-
ing the ice-hockey match with 
Boston University•that enJeJ with 
the Tigers victorious, 5 to 4. 
BURGLERS BEWARE!-- T. S. McCaleb, Harvard radio technician. has de· 
veloped a new high frequency radio alarm that warns of the entrance of burglars, 
an alarm system that is more sensitive and more efficient than any previously devised. 
• 
PICTURE AND hsue l5 
FOUR BARNS could 
be covered with the 
lipstick used by Uni-
versity of Wisronsin 
women yearly, an enter-
prising Daily CaTdinal 
writer 'figured out with 
the aid of Dorothy Lee 
and a lot of graph paper. 
WHEN these students enrolled at the University of Chtcago 
the registrar thought they were joking, but their credentials 
proved that they were (Left to Right) Woodrow Wilson, John 
Gilbert, Carter Harrison, James Braddock, "Uncle Joe" 
Cannon, Jane Addams, Walter Johnson, Walter Eckersall, 
Samuel Adams, and (seated) Irving Berlin and Gertrude 
Lawrence. 
HOLLYWOOD'S LAUGH KING, Eddie Cantor, judged Whittier (Calif.) 
College's "perfect smile" contest and was so inpressed with these six finalists 
that he declared a six-way tie and they all shared the honors. 
Cuteness Does Pay 
LIKE John Gilbert, Charles Farrell, when the 
talkies came, failed to reveal a voice that matched 
the fierce vigor he displayed in winning silent heroines. 
_..When he made Seventh Heaven with Janet Gaynor, he 
became the darling of a million ladies. They wanted 
cuteness in love, they found it for a long time in 
Charlie -Farrell and Janet Gaynor. Then Charlie did 
a talking picture version of Liliom, in a role that called 
for the bluff and tender in a 
man. His voice was too thin 
and without nuance. 
For all his voice, Charles 
Farrell was no gigolo turned 
actor. Born in Onset Bay, Mass., 
thirty,three years ago, a table 
waiter at Boston University in 
the early twenties, he was a 
track man and boxer good 
enough to win letters: Today 
he is having indifferent success on the comeback trail. 
He plays polo~ is part owner of .a .tennis dub~ -and 
cruises in his own yacht, evidence that though voice 
does not match muscle, a million ladies once paid great 
material reward for illusion. 
Heidt of Musicians 
~R a long time Horace Heidt's orchestra stood 
internationally for college and California. A Beta 
at the University of California, Horace played guard 
on the football team until a back injury forced him 
out of the sport. He organized 
a band among his class'mates, 
was graduated in 1925, and has 
been a hit band leader since. 
Art Thorsen, bass player and 
vocalist in the band, was a 
U. of C. KapJia Delta Rho and 
glee club man • 26, Jerry Browne:, 
trumpeteer and sin~er, a U. of 
C. Phi Sigma Kappa 27, Warren 
Lewis, U. of C. '27. All three 
have remained with the Brigadiers through their 
smart career. Now Horace Heidt and the Brigadiers 
are heard over CBS every Thursday night for a half 
hour, and they still have plenty of dapper college 
spirit. 
Caos and Gowns 
..... 
pRESIDENT ROOSEVELT receives an hon, 
orary LL.D. from the Rt. Rev. John F. O'Hara 
president of the University of Notre Dame, at a 
special convocation. 
puBLISHER Fr.mk E. Gannett (left) receives 
an honorary LL.D. from J. N. Norwood, 
President of Alfred (N. Y.) University, while 
Jurist A. L. Kellogg looks on. 
FROM CAMPUS TO AIR wAVES , , Se, 
lected from among scores of Smith College 
students, Jane Morrison was Singer Conrad 
Thibault's choice a; the moat talented singer in the 
Northampton, M ass., women's school. 
JOSE LUIS ANDERSON, of Ecuador, has heen promised @. consulate by the president of his 
native land after he completes his studie~ at Texas 
Christian University. 
BETIY WRENSHALL is the first woman to be 
elected to the chairmanship of the University 
of South Carolina social cabinet . 
N EW YORK UNIVERSITY formally 
dedicated the Brown House for 
English Studies with the granting of an 
honorary degre~ to Sir James C . Irvine 
(right). He is shown with N. Y. U .'s 
President Harry W . Chase and M rs. 
Andrew Carnegie. 
-QR;· J. A. SCHAEF-
FER has just been 
inducted as president of 
Franklin and Marshall 
College. 
THE, REV. A. A. 
0 LEARY, S. ]., 
(left) receives the George--
town University charter 
upon· his election as the 
33rd president of the 
Washington, D. C., in, 
stitution. 
NEW DE PAUL HEAD , , 
The Rev . M . J. O'Connell 
(right) is escorted to his induction 
ceremomes by the Rev. D. J. 
M cHugh. 
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EVERYBODY'S TALKING.~. ABOUT CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS! 
ROSCOE TUmtat- Famous Flyer COl.LECE GIRL-M. Osmun GENE SARAZEN- Golf Champion MRS. WM. LA VAllE- Girl Explorer 
HOMEMAKER-Mrs. James B. Feeley FRANK BUCK-Wild Animal Collector WM. T. nLDEN, 2nd-Tennis Star Snmon'-John Co.wdery 
CA BACCOS mean so much to so many 
people that we invite you to try th.em too- confident that they'll win you. 
' -
Camels have given more pleas-
ure to more people than any 
other cigarette. And so we now 
issue this new .. try ten" invi-
tation in order that others ean 
find out for themselves the dif- . 
ference Camel's costlier tobac-
cos make in smoking pleasure. 
Why Olfer CCIII k maJe. 
We know smokers like Camels, 
once they ~ 'Ule costlier to-
baccos in Camels. . 
Literally millioDs of people 
have changed to Camels and 
found new enjoyment ••.• new 
benefits. We want you to share 
their enthusiasm. Turn to 
Camel& Be one of the vast 
Jllllllbei.wbosbare in the enjoy-
ment and appreeiationof those 
finer; mor&~tobaeeos. 
STRUGGLING for the ball in the game that ended in a 
decisive victory for the easterners, Leonard Maidman 
of New York University and Don Jensen, University of 
California guard, give Madison Square Garden sportsmen 
a real fighting thrilL 
MEDIEVAL FOOTBALL is still played at 
Winchester College (England) on a long 
narrow field bounded by high wire netting.· A~ 
footba11 was originally <t street game, the fences 
represent rows of houses that restricted the- play 
in the mixture of rugby and soccer played in the · 
days of Henry VUJ 
R OSE BOWL ROYALTY • -1'hese seven Pasadena Jumor College students 
provided the feminine attraction for those who attended the now historic 1936 
Tournament of Roses classic between Southern Methodist and Stanford University 
gridders. 
Q ORIS MITCHELL, 
Washington, Uni..-
versity (St. Louis) T ri· 
Delt, played the Jead 
in the campus players' 
presentation of Feeding 
'Souls. 
QREXEL INSTITUTE feminine sharpshooters 
the photo-electric shotgun, a new practice 
exhibition at Philadelphia's Franklin Institute. 
CAPITAL UNIVERSITY theological students th. 
chapel needed cleaning, so the entire ministerial 
school for a day to do the needed repair work. 
WHEN HARVARD 
RADCLIFFE strike sympa-
thizers arrived in Lynn, Mass., to 
aid pickets in a shoe company 
strike they were met by police who 
informed them that they were not 
within their rights in parading 
T
HE PARADE OF EVENTS newscast over the University of Minnesota's WLB has 
won nation-wide recognition for its new technique in radio news presentation: dram-
atization of an analysis of the news of the day. Some of the 20 -students participating in 
the broi;ldcast are pictured above, while Sherman Dryer, creator, author and director of the 
new ~rograms, is shown at the upper left. CoLLEGIAn DmuT Photos hv G~"<)f~C t.:vin. 
THE "LOST WAX'' PROCESS of molding forms is now being used 
in the famed Antioch College (Yellow Springs, 0.) art foundry to 
create statutes. The lower photo shows students pouring· molten 
metal into forms; while Sculptor Amos Mauolini, in the upper picture, 
is preparing a model for the foundry processes. 
NOW THE WOMEN ARE DOING IT! , , The co-eds at the Uni-
versity of Utah have started their own date bureau, and here's 
Reed Richardson, freshman class president, being measured up for his 
file card for the new bureau. 
• 
Eyes Over the Campus . 
• • • • 
Student Cameramen Photograph 
· Newsworthy Events · 
. -
CoLLEGIATE DrGEST pays $3 for all photos accepted for publication. 
MEN ARE NOT WANTED when Washburn College (Topeka, 
Kan.) women hold their annual. co--ed prom, and Bill Eckert and 
Harlowe King found it tough going when they attempted to "crash" 
the event. 
()STEOPATHY'S FOUNDER, Antrew T. Still, was born in 
this log cabin which stands on the campus of the Kirksville 
(Mo.) College of Osteopathy and Surgery. 
TJOETIC Os· 
r ~r Winemil-
ler, University . 
of Georgia 
grounds fore-
man, has com-
posed this neyv 
keep-.off the-grass 
sign to warn 
those who would 
ruin campus . 
lawns. 
ALPHA Epsi-
lon frater· 
nit y members 
ponder over 
what is to be 
done with their 
belongings after 
their Valparaiso 
University 
chapter house 
burned. 
COLLEGE OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK students set 
up their own book-trading mart hetween semesters, and. 
here are Buyer Smolikoff and Sel.ler Rarkus arguing about prices. 
MODERN MOSES - , Azel 
Manning, itinerant 
evangelist and prophet, 
lectured to a large group of 
Duke University students be-
fore he was evicted by campus 
authorities. 
AN INQUIRING MICROPHONE broadcast 
is featured regularly over KSO from the Drake· 
University (Des Moines, Ia.) campus. Morrow 
' McCurnin is getting answers to her questions from 
Pasquale Sposeto. 
FOR THE EIGHTH SUCCESSIVE YEAR Emory University (Ga.) sophomores 
·have won the annual push-ball contest, and for eight years the freshmen have 
been forced to wear their "rat" hats. · 
-COllEGE MEN- W HO ~ ~wo ·D-. 
' 
SMOKE A BETTER PIPE TOBACCO 
IT'S M ILD 
AND MEUOW! 
Rad the fair and square proposition at 
tile right. We publish it, knowing that 
m Prince Albert we've got the quality ... 
tie mellowness ... the taste and aroma 
that college men will appreciate. So now 
ask that _you_, too_, tcy Prince Albert. 
Note P. A.'s special cut. "Crimp cut, 
is called. It has a lot to do with why 
Prince Albert packs so neatly into the 
bowl and burns so ·· cool and mild. Only 
top-quality tobaccos are used. Ordinary 
tobacco will not do. 
P. A. is packed in a big 2-ounce econ-
omy tin. Smokers get around 50 pipefuls 
from a tin. Fifty pipefuls- and no bite! 
Because of its many advantages, Prince 
Albert has become the largest--selling pipe 
tobacco in the world. Join up with P.A. 
.•. under our you-must-be-pleased plan! 
COOLEST 
S MOKE EVER! 'FIFTY PIPEFULS IN EVERY TIN! 
OUR 11YOU-MUST-
BE-PLEASED11 OFFER 
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince 
Albert .. ..lf you.don'.tfind.iUhe mellowest, 
tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, 
- return the pocket tin with the rest of the 
·tobacco in it to us at any time within a 
month from this date, and we will re-
fund full purchase price, plus postage. 
(Signed) 
R. J. Reynolda Tobacco Co 
Winston-Salen1, N. C. 
pipefula of Eraat-aat 
tobacco ia ..,._,. 2-
- tia of Priace Albert 
THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE 
FIRE prevention Week at 
Stanford University gave 
the women a chance to ride 
about the campus on the local 
fire,fighting machine. 
A BUTLER cageman jumps for the basket after finishing a 
long drive through the Purdue hardwood team. 
O R. EDMUND D. SOPER. Ohio Wesleyan's president, 
gets his relaxation while working at his specialized hobby 
wood carving, in which he is particularly proficient. 
CC!LLEGE AND UNIVERSITY FACULTIES throughout the country are cooperating with the 
CCC educational directors. Above is shown a meeting of theW esleyan University class for the youths 
from Camp Jenkins. Funds for this educational project are provided by NYA. 
I 
A NATIONAL TOUR has just 
beep completed by the first-string 
quin_tet from the University of Cali-
forma. 
THE CANDID CAMERA recorded 
this intimate scene from the Brooklyn 
College Varsity Players' production of 
Herman Heijerman's 'The Good Hope. 
MARION BARTLETT this year succeeds her sister as the 
honorary hattalion major of the University of Vermont 
R. 0. T. C. corps . . 
QESPITE THE FACT that she is no relation to New York's 
gossip-mongerer, Margaret Winchell writes the gossip column 
'The Kent Stater, Kent State University undergraduate newspaper. 
' • ~ ~ ... •• ·~ ' :· •, ' J. 
• .~ .. _.-.- To __ Make l)§.;. . . Sleep_ Better • 
' :.. t~! :L•"w, 1~~....:...-:• L•'•:i-,:.r; '.;._. , ;;•~ •. ;;~ , .. ~ ',-,t-: },':\1 ¥,• , ~. ~ ,• ,r, ~ :,• / f 
WHY DO WE sleep well some nights and roll and toss other nights? 
Answers to this perplexing problem are being sought by Colgate 
University's famed sleep psychologist, Dr. Donald A. Laird, who has 
heen working for years in his Rivercrest laboratory developing new 
experiments and unusual devices to test the sleeping habits of his human 
guinea pigs for data for his new book, More Zest for Life (Whittlesey 
Hou...<;e). Mechanical and electrical gadgets in Dr. Laird's laboratory 
record movements while sleepjng, reactions to such stimuli as flashing 
lights, all'!ount of food in the stomach, and noises. 
Photo' C<>rwn~ht hy Or. r>. A . l .u ru 
Metabolism tests of air breathed 
determines how fast one .. burns 
up, during ·sleep. 
• . ,- - "''f ._ 
